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Background 

The City of Campbell River is reviewing the 
Zoning of land uses downtown. The 
downtown is illustrated in Figure 1, and is 
divided into districts with different 
characteristics, including: Cedar, Cultural, 
Civic, and Waterfront- from the original 
Refresh Downtown study- Roberts Reach 
Waterfront District has now been added.  
The Wei Wai Kum Nation has adjacent 
lands which are not affected by any City 
bylaw but has been contacted to obtain 
feedback on the proposed zoning 
changes.  

Each District has different guidelines for 
building height, density and uses
permitted on the land. The proposal aims 
to alter the current downtown zoning to 
create changes that will revitalize the area 
by matching the suggestions outlined in 
the Refresh document.  

LAND USES  
The proposal would phase out car-based 
uses in the downtown, such as drive-thru 
services and car dealerships, to help 
create a more pedestrian friendly and 
vibrant downtown. Mixed-used developments that include commercial or institutional at grade, 
and residential above, would be mandated in all downtown neighbourhoods except Cedar and 

Downtown redevelopment and safety are top priorities for the City of Campbell River Council. Zoning 
amendment concepts have been prepared to balance aspirations of downtown redevelopment goals 
and encouraging future social services to locate outside the downtown area. A public engagement 
process was undertaken in February of 2022 that included virtual roundtable discussions and an online 
survey. The results are presented in this summary. 

Figure 1 - "Districts" in the new Downtown Zone

Updated May 2



 

Roberts Reach. Incentives to add affordable housing to any multi-unit residential development 
are also proposed. The definition of “affordable housing” would be updated to reflect the most 
widely used and recognized definition by housing providers.  

SOCIAL SERVICES 

In addition to updating some of the uses in the Downtown zone, the City is re-assessing the 
locations for, and definitions of social services (see figure 3). Bylaws recognize that all existing 
uses may remain in place until such time as they choose to relocate or stop operations for 6 
months. It should be noted that many social services are regulated and legislated by provincial 
agencies and are therefore outside of a municipality’s scope of powers.   

The proposal creates a new zone for 
the overall downtown area that 
would not include any future 
establishment of social care or 
specialized substance use care (see 
definitions Figure 3). The idea 
proposed was to encourage the 
majority of those specialized care 
services to locate the Ironwood area, 
as supported and directed by Council 
(see figure 2). 

The engagement process then 
explored this proposal and options.  
It was generally agreed by all public 
participants that social services must 
be accessible to people who need 
the services. This then indicates that 
social services should be located in 
key locations throughout the city, 
close to transit, physically accessible 
and often grouped for convenience. 
Concentrating the services in one 
small area was not generally 
accepted as a valid option.  

Figure 3 provides a table that illustrates the proposed changes to create updated social services 
definitions and locations. 

 

 

Figure 2 - Ironwood Area 



 

 

 

CConsiderations 

The considerations or options presented to the public through the online survey and the 
roundtable discussions included the following: 

1. Create a new Downtown Zoning District that would be consistent with Refresh Downtown;  
2. Create a contemporary urban zone that encourages mixed-uses and floor area ratios for 

density calculations;  
3. Ensure that the Downtown Zone will implement the heights to accommodate a variety of 

sightlines and public view shed corridors; 
4. Include the ability to modify density “bonusing” provisions for affordable non-market 

housing;  

Figure 3 – Proposed social service use definitions and proposed locations 



5. Phase out certain uses from the Downtown including – gas station, drive-thru and vehicle 
sales (to encourage pedestrian orientation) and certain social uses that may be perceived as 
conflicting with walkability and a tourism focus; and  

6. Create a vibrant downtown encouraging more people to live, work and shop downtown will 
put more people and “eyes on the street” helping to make the downtown safer for all. 

SSummary of Engagement to Date 

This engagement summary includes: 

 A publicly promoted online survey (see Attachment 1 for the full results);  
 Four virtual roundtable discussions; and  
 Any public correspondence received (see Attachment 2). 

The online survey was completed by 326 participants and the roundtable meetings involved 
discussions with 30 residents of the City. To date 7 pieces of correspondence have been 
received.  

Timeline 

 

Engagement Activities 

COUNCIL COMMITTEES 

The Community Health and Public Safety Advisory Committee, the Community Planning 
Advisory Committee and the Downtown Safety Select Committee have all reviewed the 
proposal but at the time of writing the report they have not made any recommendations. 
All Committees will be reviewing the public engagement summary in March of 2022 and 
will be asked for feedback and recommendations to Council.   
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Figure 2 - Engagement advertising and feedback timeline  



 

ONLINE SURVEY 

From February 3 to 28, 2022 the survey was available and promoted online through various 
media channels and on the City’s website, providing an opportunity to collect feedback from 
community members. The survey was composed of 12 questions. Several of the questions gave 
the opportunity for open-ended answers, allowing participants to share their thoughts, 
questions and ideas. Please see Attachment 1 for the full results. 

VIRTUAL ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSIONS 

There were four separate roundtable sessions planned. Each session had the same power point 
presentation and the same discussion questions.  Attendance for each group was capped at 12 
to encourage deep and meaningful discussions by smaller groups of people.  

PRESENTATION TO YOUTH ACTION COMMITTEE 

On January 17, 2022 the proposal was presented to the Youth Action Committee. Only four 
youth were in attendance at the meeting. The participants were divided about the maximum 
height of buildings in some districts, with those concerned feeling that 12 stories was too high. 
One youth was very concerned about privatizing Roberts Reach and wanted that area to remain 
public. All agreed that services should be available in multiple locations for people to easily 
access them when they are needed.   

FIRST NATION CONSULTATION 

Referrals were sent to Wei Wai Kum, Wei Wai Kai and Homalco First Nation in early February 
2022. The Homalco First Nation has responded and expressed no concerns with the proposed 
zoning changes. At the time of writing the report, Wei Wai Kum and Wei Wai Kai have yet to 
respond. 

 

Engagement by the Numbers 

There were 326 surveys completed and based on a 2021 Federal Census population of 35,519 
and 79% of this population1 being 19 years of age or older, this represents a 95% confidence 
level with a 5.4% margin of error2.  This places the results in the statistically viable category.  

 

                                                           
1 The 2021 Federal Census calculates the City of Campbell River population to be 35,519.  There are no age 
category breakdowns for the 2021 census as yet.  Therefore, based on the 2016 population age category 
breakdown of 79% of the total population being aged 19 and over, this statistical analysis was based on 28,060 
people in Campbell River over the age of 19. 
 
2 https://www.surveymonkey.com/curiosity/how-many-people-do-i-need-to-take-my-survey/ 



 

ROUNDTABLES: 

The Roundtable discussions were conducted February 22, 23, and 24, 2022.  The table below 
provides the key themes heard in the order of urgency expressed by the participants. 
 

Key Themes During Roundtable Discussions  
Crime and 
Violence 

o General feeling of being unsafe - particularly in Ironwood area 
o Significant vandalism, car break-ins, personal threats, weapons and 

panhandling are issues and while enforcement may not be the answer, 
community feels there is little support for those dealing with the crime 

o Business owners and people representing senior residents on Ironwood 
express fear of violence and frustration because of crime (perceived to be) 
associated with homeless people  

o There is a high density of seniors living in the Ironwood Area and they are 
already vulnerable and believe that the existing services downtown already 
make the area unsafe for them 

o The safety concerns should be addressed before further residential 
development, particularly if the existing services can remain where they are 

o General perception that downtown disorder has become more violent 

De-Centralizing 
Social Services 

o There was negligible support for concentrating social care and substance use 
care services in the Ironwood area and downtown  

o Recognition that people from all walks of life have addiction and mental 
health issues.  It was noted that not all people feel comfortable using life-
saving services in high profile central locations 

o General agreement that we need more services to help people 
o General agreement that services need to be throughout the city, on bus 

routes, and perhaps in more discrete locations, not only in one inner city 
location 

Centralize 
Services Outside 
of Downtown 

o Alternately, there were several people who expressed strong opinions that 
all social care and substance use services should be concentrated somewhere 
outside of the downtown 

Increased 
Residential 

o Generally consensus that increased residential downtown is desirable 
o More residential density, including bonusing for affordable housing, needed 

everywhere in the community, not just downtown 
o Ironwood should be considered part of downtown and mixed-use residential 

should be encouraged there too 
o Overwhelmingly positive support for mandated mixed-use (including some 

affordable housing) downtown 
o It was noted that crime and disorder should be taken care of or people will 

not want to live downtown 
 

Affordable 
Housing 

o Generally agreed that integrating affordable housing with market housing 
was a good idea if managed properly 



 

o Proposed definition of affordable housing is better than existing version and 
will result in more truly affordable prices 

o General agreement that the "bonusing" components should be clear - what is 
the city getting and what is the developer getting 

o Affordable housing is required (throughout the city) but it needs to be 
tracked carefully to ensure it stays affordable 

o Suggested that home owners get a tax break or an incentive if they provide 
an affordable secondary suite  

Mandated 
Mixed-Use 

o Generally agreed that mixed-use was a good way to introduce vitality 
o Generally, there was support for mandating mixed use development in the 

Downtown except for Cedar and Roberts Reach  
o Concern that Roberts Reach would be privatized without public space 

Miscellaneous o These decisions should be part of a larger strategy on affordable housing and 
poverty reduction 

o Tent villages are not appropriate near Nunns Creek - should be in supervised 
areas with no environmental sensitivity  

o City should have a plan for increasing the vibrancy and new market 
residential development in Ironwood 

o Concern that encouraging development in the downtown is contrary to Sea 
Level Rise science and drainage concerns 

o Several people indicated that it has taken too long to implement Refresh 
Downtown’s ideas 

o Some current Ironwood/Downtown businesses would relocate out of 
downtown but land is too expensive – they indicate they are losing 
customers and staff due to safety issues 

o Generally recognized that this is a complex topic, not easily fixed and no 
silver bullet solution 
 

 

SURVEY RESULT HIGHLIGHTS: 

Overall the key messages heard were: 

 Mixed use and higher density in most parts of the Downtown is supported and will 
revitalize the downtown 

 More residential downtown received mixed responses  
 Focusing social services in the Ironwood area is not supported 
 Crime (vehicle break-in and vandalism) and visible substance use and paraphernalia are 

making Downtown and Ironwood undesirable places to be 
 General understanding empathy of the need for services, and the need for those 

services to be accessible   

Figure 3 - Roundtable Key Themes 



Analyzed numbers and open-ended answers to all questions are included as Attachment 1.  

SURVEY QUESTIONS SUMMARY 

Question 1 of the survey asked the respondents if they agreed with the approach to encourage 
urban development with mixed densities, heights and commercial/residential uses.  Sixty-six 
percent of the respondents agreed that this was a good approach.   
 
The comments in support of the proposal included:  

 Makes better uses of infrastructure 
 This will increase the vibrancy of downtown 
 We are a growing city and this is progress and this will make housing and accessibility to 

the downtown core easier for some   
 
Comments in opposition to this proposal included:  

 Some of the heights mentioned are too high 
 Need to deal with crime before we put more people in the downtown, and  
 Things should be left as is. 

 
Q1 results: Mixed use development downtown?

 

Question 2 of the survey asked people if they agreed with the concept of creating safer streets 
by increasing the opportunities for people to interact and get to know one another. This 
happens by providing quality public places and increased residential and commercial uses. This 
promotes the concept of more “eyes on the street” to increase safety. Sixty-four percent of the 
respondents supported this concept.   



Comments for this question included: 
 City needs to reduce crime, visible substance use, and clean up hazardous paraphernalia 
 City needs to address homelessness to improve the safety of downtown   
 There is a need for increase policing and enforcement to make the downtown safer first.  

 
Q2 results: More activity and residential uses makes the downtown safer for all 

 
 

Question 3 of the online survey asked if people supported encouraging affordable housig in the 
new mixed use developments. The people in agreement totalled 45%, while the people 
opposed totalled 25%.  It is clear from the comments that many people interpreted “affordable 
housing” to mean “social housing” or “supportive housing” as evidenced by the comments. 

Comments received included:  

 I do not agree with additional homeless shelters downtown 
 Please ensure affordable housing also meets the needs of those in the 40-80k income 

range, not just low income 
 If affordable housing means government subsidized housing, this will only increase the 

problems downtown 
 Affordable housing mixed with market housing could make the market units 

unattractive for those paying more 
 How the City will manage these affordable units and ensure that they stay affordable?  



Q3 results: Affordable housing should be incentivized in downtown developments 

 

 

Question 4 asked if social services should be located in commercial areas throughout the city to 
make these services widely available to the people who need them.  In response 37% agreed 
and 48% disagreed.   

Conversely, in Question 5, when asked if Social Services should NOT be located downtown, 57% 
agreed and 29% disagreed.   

Question 6 asked the respondents if social services should be directed to the Ironwood area.  
Fifty-six percent of the respondents said that they did not agree with putting certain social 
services in the Ironwood area.   

If the services are not to be provided throughout the city, but are not to be focused in the 
Ironwood area/downtown, where should they go? This questions was posed in Question 7 
when people were asked to identify where social services should be located.  As an open ended 
question, the answers ranged significantly3, including:  

 Not in downtown 
 Not in Ironwood 

                   
3 See Appendix 1 for a complete summary of the survey and responses.  



Duncan Bay Road… industrial area…. 
 Not near vulnerable seniors!!!! 
 Services should be placed where the majority of those who need the service can access 

them easily 
 Dispersed through village centers around the community so as to not artificially 

concentrate different socioeconomic groups 
 Where they currently are. There is significant research stating that services SHOULD be 

centered in the downtown areas 
 Anywhere they are needed 
 North of the bridge 

 

Question 8 of the online survey asked overall, did the respondents support the Downtown and 
Social Service Zoning proposal.  The response was:  48% opposed and 33% in support. 

Q8 results: Support the new zoning proposal 

 

The survey allowed people to provide additional comments regarding the Downtown zoning 
proposal and where certain Social Services should be located.  There was a broad range of 
comments and no clear agreed upon outcomes.   

The last questions of the survey asked for information on the respondents.  The results showed 
that 43% of the respondents were over the age of 55 and 23% were between the ages of 35 and 
44.  When asked what “sector” they represented,  21% were employees, 30% were property 



 

owners and 28% were residents.  Less than one percent of the respondents identified as 
representing the Development Community.  A striking result was that 53% of the respondents 
have lived in Campbell River for more than 20 years.   

  
NNext Steps 

This summary will be forwarded to Council and Committees to review and considered.  A Staff 
Report will be prepared and forwarded to Council and will include recommendations based on 
the available research, engagement feedback and analysis.  

ADDITIONAL ENGAGEMENT 

Staff are recommending four additional engagement events: 

1. An informal drop-in style meeting space will be setup in Spirit Square to correspond 
with a day and time that multiple service providers will be in the downtown area. The 
providers have agreed to encourage their clients to visit, hear about the proposal and 
share their views. Peer workers (people with lived/living experiences of homelessness 
who are employed by social service providers) will be asked to reach out and let folks 
know they can participate in the engagement if interested. Important to ask the people 
who use the services where they should be offered.  
 

2. A meeting, likely virtual, with the seniors that currently live in the Ironwood area in 
various buildings.  This could be coordinated through the Seniors Centre. The purpose is 
to gather detailed information about the concerns being expressed, and investigate 
potential mitigation measures. 
 

3. A meeting with representatives from the Development community to discuss topics 
including: the impact of social services in the downtown and/or decentralization, views 
on mandating mixed use buildings, how to bonus and manage affordable housing in 
market buildings and detailed discussion on density, height and parking requirements.  
 

4. First Nations referrals where sent to three local Nations. One was received back 
indicating no concerns, the other two are outstanding. Staff propose scheduling a 
meeting with the Wei Wai Kum to review the proposed Downtown zone, the list of uses, 
and the direction for social services and consider the impact and potential collaboration 
with Wei Wai Kum and their adjacent lands. A meeting for discussion and review has 
been offered to the We Wai Kai Nation also.  

 



 

AAttachments 

1. Online survey results (37 Pages) 

2. Public Correspondence Received to March 11, 2022 (12 Pages) 

 

 



 

 
 
 

ATTACHMENT 1 
Public and Community Partner Consultation Summary  

MARCH 2022 

Online Survey Results 



Downtown and Social Service Zoning Process Questionnaire SurveyMonkey

1 / 6

Q1 The proposed Downtown Zone aims to encourage urban development
with mixed densities, heights and commercial/residential uses. Do you

agree with this approach?
Answered: 323 Skipped: 3
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Downtown and Social Service Zoning Process Questionnaire SurveyMonkey

2 / 6

Q2 In urban planning, the concept of safer streets correlates with providing
opportunities for people to interact and get to know each other. This

happens by providing quality public spaces, programming and events, and
increased residential and commercial development. More people around at
all times of day and night provides natural surveillance with more “eyes on
the street” thereby making city streets safer. There are economic benefits

too, as more people will visit shops, cafes and other businesses.More
businesses and residents downtown will make the city safer. Do you agree

with this approach?
Answered: 322 Skipped: 4
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Downtown and Social Service Zoning Process Questionnaire SurveyMonkey

3 / 6

Q3 The proposed Downtown Zone includes affordable housing and density
bonusing provisions. This means, a development can get increased

density (more units or extra height) for providing a percentage of affordable
housing units. Do you agree with encouraging affordable housing in new

development downtown?
Answered: 323 Skipped: 3
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Downtown and Social Service Zoning Process Questionnaire SurveyMonkey

4 / 6

Q4 Social Services should be located in commercial areas throughout the
city to make services widely accessible to those who need them.

Answered: 325 Skipped: 1
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Downtown and Social Service Zoning Process Questionnaire SurveyMonkey

5 / 6

Q5 Social Services should NOT be located downtown.
Answered: 322 Skipped: 4
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Downtown and Social Service Zoning Process Questionnaire SurveyMonkey

6 / 6

Q6 The Zoning proposal would direct Social Services to the Ironwood Area
in the future. Click here to view a map. Do you agree with this approach?

Answered: 324 Skipped: 2
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Downtown and Social Service Zoning Process Questionnaire SurveyMonkey

1 / 13

Q7 Where should Social Services be offered? Please provide a description
of the location (neighbourhood, street or address).

Answered: 268 Skipped: 58

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Not anywhere down town put it by city hall or the employment office 2/27/2022 2:17 PM

2 Homelessness and drug addiction is not a dirty little secret you hide away...take direction from
Portugal and other places that have embraced the issue instead of hiding it away. Start a
street ambassador program and pay homeless people to clean up the streets and interact with
the public ...in other words..."humanize" the issue. Social Services need to be provided within
easy access for people with no vehicle and who are often not welcome on public transit.

2/27/2022 1:05 PM

3 Social Services must be located throughout the city if you wish to avoid the challenges of
concentration.

2/27/2022 12:31 PM

4 Campbellton 2/27/2022 10:47 AM

5 Throughout downtown. NOT Ironwood. 2/27/2022 9:49 AM

6 Ironwood area ok but the area is to large and should not be infringing on Dogwood street.
Needs to be in lower us portions of ironwood area. Definetly not Downtown

2/27/2022 9:33 AM

7 Maybe in two places….for the indigenous population, on the reserve & leave the social service
office where it is for everyone else.

2/27/2022 8:50 AM

8 North of the bridge of Campbell River where there is less residential areas 2/26/2022 4:12 PM

9 Beside the RCMP building 2/26/2022 1:14 PM

10 outside of downtown. how about the old zellers building? 2/26/2022 9:25 AM

11 Not intermingled with local business in the Ironwood area. Crime is up as per your crime
analyst stats as evidenced by the RCMP and this is being ignored by the city. The current
OPS site has a direct impact on crime in the area, this is undeniable. We who chose to do
business there or have our loved seniors living in residence in this area should not need to feel
unsafe, and more services in this area will increase feeling unsafe with increased crime as no
one is being held accountable for their crimes in the city of Campbell River. Having a business
in the area, I have been threatened, harassed, have changed the way I have to do business
with a constant concern of my staff’s safety. To add more services to the area helping the
“vulnerable population” will in turn sacrifice the local businesses who are employing community
taxpayers. Yes, social services need to be available, but not in the Ironwood area of town.

2/26/2022 2:39 AM

12 Duncan Bay Road… industrial area…. Not near vulnerable seniors!!!! 2/25/2022 9:18 PM

13 Should be a location well away for rehab and help, lots of natural forests n the area to develop
a treatment centre, it is proven downtown does not work until people are helped how many
more deaths do we need to prove it his

2/25/2022 8:02 PM

14 The ironwood area seems appropriate, though It's not in my "backyard" It should be located in
commercial, or industrial area on the edge of the city centre.

2/25/2022 4:25 PM

15 Services should be placed where the majority of those who need the service can access them
easily. Services should be distributed with a focus on not creating more inequities or
reinforcing stigma for people or sub populations.

2/25/2022 4:11 PM

16 AN AREA NORTH OF CAMPBELL RIVER, AWAY FROM BUSINESSES AND RESIDENTIAL
AREAS. i WOULD PROPOSE SETTING UP A CAMP WITH WASHROOMS AND THE SIUP
KITCHEN, AS WELL AS REFURBISHED SHIPPING CONTAINERS FOR WARM, SAFE,
BEDDING FOR THE HOMELESS. AS WELL, PROVIDE ACCESS TO COUNSELLORS AND
SOCIAL PROGRAMS AND A MINI BUS TO PROVIDE TRANSPORTATION TO AND FROM
TOWN FOR MEDICAL APPOINTMENTS, ETC. RIGHT NOW, THE SOCIAL SRVICES BEING

2/25/2022 3:49 PM



Downtown and Social Service Zoning Process Questionnaire SurveyMonkey

2 / 13

OFFERED ARE ATTRACTING THIEVES WHO ARE CASING HAVOC TO OUR
BUSINESSES AND PUBLIC.

17 Housing FIRST often mitigates the need for excessive social services. Portland Oregon has a
great model.

2/25/2022 2:08 PM

18 Consult with those who require the services, then determine how the needs and concerns of
those in the area can be addressed. Those who require the services are often the least able to
manage transportation to an awkward location.

2/25/2022 1:59 PM

19 Dispersed through village centers around the community so as to not artificially concentrate
different socioeconomic groups.

2/25/2022 11:45 AM

20 Out of downtown and residential areas 2/25/2022 10:21 AM

21 Putting so many social services in one area might lead to areas where citizens feel
uncomfortable and they will not go there.

2/24/2022 7:55 PM

22 I think Social Services should be available in each area of Campbell River not just Ironwood.
They should be in Willow Point, Campbellton and everywhere. People who need these services
do not just live around Ironwood and if they need to take a bus to access these services they
can access them anywhere. They should be able to access the help closest or most
convenient for them. Social Services should be everywhere.

2/24/2022 4:01 PM

23 There should be actual proper facilities to care for these people who cannot care for
themselves. Would we put seniors who cannot care for themselves homeless on the street?
The homeless have addiction issues which are not being addressed and they are only hurting
themselves and their families. I just don't understand it, why we are not helping them more by
keeping them in a secure facility so they can properly get help. Building facilities that actually
make a difference in their wellbeing. Like I mentioned, we would not put seniors on the street
who can't look after themselves, so why wouldn't we help people with substance abuse issues
get better? They are suffering, it is so sad.

2/24/2022 3:47 PM

24 I think social services should be spread around our city rather than being in one central
location. The argument against this would be that people in need might not be able to get to
some places for support (i.e. substance support and meals). A shuttle bus (or even a bicycle
program) could help keep people get the support they need, while still allowing the services to
be distributed throughout our city.

2/24/2022 2:35 PM

25 There are too many seniors homes in the ironwood area. Please moves these services north of
town away from our vulnerable senior population. I don’t feel safe grocery shopping anymore
especially in the evening.

2/24/2022 11:14 AM

26 Social services need to be accessible and meet people where they are. The challenge is not
concentrating those services too much.

2/24/2022 10:49 AM

27 These social services should be offered further away from seniors housing. There are too
many seniors homes in the proposed area.

2/24/2022 7:18 AM

28 Once again west of Dogwood is part of the downtown as well and the City’s staff should
recognize that now, things have change when the original definition was set. Preferably they
would be located away from the City to make our City safe. If that is not possible they have to
be located throughout the whole City so as not to focus the issues on one part of the
community as this solves nothing and probably will increase the issues and conflicts.

2/24/2022 6:10 AM

29 Far end of Campbellton. 15th area. Cheap lots/tear down homes for sale so low development
costs and flexible zoning for social services.

2/23/2022 5:49 PM

30 They need to be where people can access them, in downtown area is okay. I disagree strongly
with moving them down to Nunns Creek Park area. Campleton is an area with older more
affordable homes and as younger families moving into area becoming quite lovely.

2/23/2022 4:32 PM

31 You have stated here that social services are to be located in the commercial town but earlier
said you wanted to increase residential in the downtown. Which is it? Social services should
not be in one location, but many smaller and more manageable locations. Do not centralize
this sector!

2/22/2022 8:30 PM

32 Campbellton 2/22/2022 8:24 PM

33 The downtown core should not have social services. People who own businesses and the 2/22/2022 7:58 PM



Downtown and Social Service Zoning Process Questionnaire SurveyMonkey

3 / 13

general public who shop downtown should not have to be around these people nor made to feel
unsafe. Even though I don’t agree with the social services you seem to want to keep providing
I would suggest a more industrial area as far away from the downtown core as possible.
Across the Campbell River Bridge.

34 The downtown core is where visitors and locals come to shop and should feel safe while doing
so at all times of day and night. Social services should be offered outside of this and my
recommendation is to take these services over the bridges in campbelton to a more industrial
area. Less people and more buildings around.

2/22/2022 7:57 PM

35 Not near businesses that will be harassed. 2/22/2022 2:58 PM

36 Where they currently are. There is significant research stating that services SHOULD be
centered in the downtown areas.

2/22/2022 1:18 PM

37 north of the river, Near Norm Woods and the old cemetery 2/22/2022 10:23 AM

38 Homewood Rd area. Further away from city centre, but still close enough for accessibility. 2/22/2022 10:10 AM

39 Anywhere that’s not in an area with access to everything else. 2/21/2022 7:42 PM

40 Somewhere far away from downtown or any public area 2/21/2022 6:56 PM

41 Dispersed throughout area and not in one neighbourhood, not downtown. 2/21/2022 2:30 PM

42 Gold river or Courtenay 2/21/2022 9:57 AM

43 Keep it around Walmart/Sims Creek is already destroyed. Just put in a proper tent city. For the
drug addicts. And low income housing for the non drug addicts. Keep the non drug addicts safe
by not mixing to them together.

2/21/2022 9:14 AM

44 Need to be placed away from attractive targets for thefts or assaults eg parked cars and street
level businesses. Need to be far from liquor sources if possible. The Willis Rd corridor to the
inland hwy has hwy access for bus transit and very little foot traffic or theft opportunities.
Lower value land is easier to justify to build on with public $ instead of paying elevated
downtown rents. Clients will find their services. Increasing barriers to criminality will help
prevent poor choices and legal system involvement.

2/21/2022 8:42 AM

45 Why not ask those who need to access the services what location they prefer? 2/20/2022 7:14 PM

46 outside city limits 2/20/2022 5:15 PM

47 Somewhere not close to the downtown area. If you are talking about low income working class
people I would agree but drug and alcohol addicts well away form neighbourhoods with schools
close by and the downtown core

2/20/2022 10:50 AM

48 Downtown where it's already unsafe to go 2/20/2022 8:57 AM

49 Nuns creek has already been lost. The problem won't go away, but it will get bigger. Rezone
Nuns creek, get a good high fence around it, get a pony wall along the sidewalk on 16th street.
Get facilities built in there, cameras, the pods like they are doing in Cowichan. Invest in
making that area secure and as safe as possible with social services and soup kitchens,
whatever it takes to keep it contained to that area. It's never going to be pretty, it's never going
away. The only viable strategy is trying to keep it in one place and reduce the impact
elsewhere. These drugs are powerful and cause erratic violent behavior, and we have seen
awful consequences because of that. This isn't a safe small town anymore, it's overwhelmed
by addicts and its getting worse. Nuns creek is lost, so you might as well make it into a zone
that can contain.

2/20/2022 8:17 AM

50 14th avenue, where the food bank is right now, is working and could be where the other social
services are.

2/20/2022 8:07 AM

51 Social Services need to be located close to where people using these services live. This is not
in commercial areas

2/19/2022 8:51 PM

52 City Hall 2/19/2022 7:48 PM

53 Over the bridge to be close enough to town but not have an impact on downtown business 2/19/2022 6:37 PM

54 Where it is at..present 2/19/2022 6:02 PM
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55 Anywhere they are needed, throughout the city. Trust the social service operator to make the
informed decision as to the best placement of the service.

2/19/2022 4:51 PM

56 Orange point Rd. Old mill in safe area where all safe injection, soup kitchen and medical
services could be provided.

2/19/2022 10:30 AM

57 nanaimo or victoria 2/19/2022 9:11 AM

58 If you believed in the success of the proposed zoning theory, Ash street should provide a
better role model than Dogwood. If you keep expanding the area and services you continue to
enable a problem already out of control. Make a clear distinction from those who need help and
those who help themselves by preying on the system. If you build it they will come.

2/19/2022 9:04 AM

59 Anywhere away from the downtown area. Not smack dab in the middle of it. 2/19/2022 8:47 AM

60 Out of town 2/19/2022 8:29 AM

61 Outside of city limits away from the general public. Businesses and homeowners are targeted
everywhere. People do not feel safe going downtown. What a disgrace.

2/19/2022 7:57 AM

62 Social service should be located to offer maximun service and be easy accessible otherwise
you put the burden in one location an amplified the problems created by homeless and or
poeple in need

2/19/2022 7:19 AM

63 no where. you are enabling people and ruining this city 2/19/2022 4:58 AM

64 On a property on the out skirts of town 2/19/2022 12:38 AM

65 Near the hospital ? 2/19/2022 12:06 AM

66 Anywhere but right beside local business 2/19/2022 12:02 AM

67 Nowhere on the island Get them the hell out of here! 2/18/2022 9:59 PM

68 Should be right by the cop shop so you don't get looters or people doing drugs right by the
building

2/18/2022 8:57 PM

69 . 2/18/2022 8:40 PM

70 Where the car dealerships are off dogwood and 14 ave. Move all the dealerships over the
bridge.

2/18/2022 7:53 PM

71 Multiple locations throughout the city 2/18/2022 7:51 PM

72 Once again, these people will STAY in the downtown core, as that is where they can all meet
up and deal their drugs. Yes I am bitter, I have lived in the town for more than 45yrs. This town
has been taken over by the street folks.

2/18/2022 6:42 PM

73 Across the bridge where the city can build a community aimed at helping these people and
RCMP can have a presence. Also all repeat offenders should be moved to a urban center that
has the proper people in place.

2/18/2022 6:04 PM

74 I just want our seniors living In the Ironwood zone to be safe. 2/18/2022 2:10 PM

75 In an area where people are spending most of their day 2/18/2022 2:09 PM

76 I believe we should set up services on the other side of the Campbell river, that adequately
meets the needs of the unhoused. Tax payers, families and tourists are entitled to all areas
downtown, and to feel safe to walk, shop and attend outdoor functions.

2/18/2022 1:24 PM

77 in areas throughout the city to make services widely accessible to those who need them. 2/18/2022 11:12 AM

78 We need to look at areas where there is available land and buildings to develop for custom use
to meet specific needs in a respectful, functional and appealing manner.

2/18/2022 9:25 AM

79 out of town, away from businesses and houses. Help stop all the break ins and issues these
people cause tax paying citizens!

2/18/2022 8:33 AM

80 Way out of the city limits, if authorities see someone homeless then bus them out of town.
Then you can give them food and showers out of town not in our downtown. We want our
downtown back, so we can feel safe, mothers can take there children to the library, the
Tidemark can be a place to dress up and see a concert or play, without dodging beggars or

2/17/2022 9:30 PM
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homeless. Were is doesnt smell like urine in all the corners of the building outside. The art
gallery will be a place for visitors no to be afraid to go in. Does the city not see what you have
done to our city. Or do you forget how wonderful it used to be safe with no theft, not garbage,
no Lottering, with businesses flourishing. People feeling safe.

81 An area that congregated people are encouraged not to loiter. The rampant property damage
and theft currently occurring is unacceptable. My suggestion would be beside the RCMP
Detatachment on Dogwood.

2/17/2022 8:41 PM

82 In all areas. If you group all services in one area you are "ghettoizing" that area. Research
shows that actually increases problems and crimes in that area that then spills out to the rest
of the surrounding areas. If you look at the downtown eastside, that is exactly how it was
created. All services in one area, so that area becomes a free for all for the people that use
those facilities. If services are available everywhere, in every district or zone you will actually
decrease crime and issues in ALL of the areas. If there were 4 or 5 smaller safe
injection/consumption sites throughout the city (campbelton, willow point, robron/merecroft,
downtown, and north cr) you would actually decrease the clumping of all people into the one,
spreading out and decreasing the overall issues.

2/17/2022 6:38 PM

83 Finning building, 2/17/2022 6:05 PM

84 they should be offered in an area not affecting local business 2/17/2022 2:55 PM

85 Ironwood st 2/17/2022 2:14 PM

86 Away from residential and downtown core 2/17/2022 1:48 PM

87 I have witnessed the need for services near the shoppers row area, as long as it's within
walking distance and accessible

2/17/2022 12:35 PM

88 Agree with ironwood- accessible but outside the commercial core. 2/16/2022 6:27 PM

89 either next door to the mayor or outside the city limits. Either near the Industrial Park or even
farther out. Make it inconvenient for the homeless to cause problems within the City.

2/16/2022 2:50 PM

90 OUT OF TOWN IF ALL SERVICES ARE BEING PROVIDED FOR THEM THEY CAN GET
OUT OF TOWN AND STOP CAUSING TAX PAYERS AND BUSINESS OWNERS TROUBLE.
IF THEY HAVE BEEN BUSSED IN BUS THEM OUT WE HAVE ENOUGH LOCAL TROUBLE
WE DONT NEED TO IMPORT IT

2/16/2022 12:13 PM

91 Outskirts of town in institutional type areas, away from residential and schools areas. Or better
yet stop offering so many, the special interest groups are obligated to keep increasing their
numbers of users and create waiting lists in order to keep getting funding money, no funding
money, they lose their jobs.

2/16/2022 10:07 AM

92 AWAY FROM RESIDENTIAL PROPERTIES. THERE HAS BEEN AN INCREASE OF CRIME
IN OIR CITY AND ITS BEING OVERRUN BY DRUG USERS AND CRIMINALS.

2/16/2022 8:08 AM

93 Wherever is most easily accessible to the people who will need the services the most. 2/15/2022 11:34 PM

94 Wherever they are needed and a service provider is able to offer them. 2/15/2022 9:29 PM

95 That is the issue. Our downtown is where all the services are offered. 2/15/2022 8:49 PM

96 Commercial area is a great area to have Social Services. In fact these sorts of services
should be spread out throughout the city rather than being centralized in one location

2/15/2022 8:32 PM

97 Somewhere my children don’t have to be exposed. Somewhere away from tax paying
businesses. Not near a playground, family park, school etc. Highly recommend a “red light”
area outside of town with ALL services they can choose to use when they are ready. Other
areas should be a No go zone for them and if they choose to break the law there go to jail like
the rest of us would. I have zero problems providing services but not the rotating problems
going on now. I’ve had my property broken into multiple times. My kids can’t use parks.
Chased through Beaver Lodge recently. Accosted downtown. My rents through the roof and I’m
questioning living here. It used to be great. Can’t afford it now. I have no problem with taxes for
services but we seem to be a dumping ground

2/15/2022 7:48 PM

98 I like what is proposed as ironwood street has ample space for this - there are also already a
number of services close by and could also include more housing. It’s also walkable. Which is
important.

2/15/2022 7:25 PM
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99 Dogwood and 16th 2/15/2022 5:55 PM

100 The people using social services have nothing to lose, and nothing to look forward to. Social
Services should be able to account in a measurable way, for the work they are actually
accomplishing and not just for the out-put that they are spending. From my role in the
community, I have seen an increase if anything in crime and particularly theft committed by
the same people who are chronically using these social services. These services are not
primarily being used by people that are on any kind of road to recovery, but are rather enabling
people to continue their lifestyle while empowering them to continue making life for local
businesses untenable. A Criminal lifestyle used to be handled by using the law to put people in
jail, but our current court system is not interested in fulfilling it's sometimes unsavory role.
Today's judges consider public safety and the welfare of the community last, so do not expect
this issue of crime and addiction to be dealt with by the law. Our un-elected judges simply
have a different agenda than you do, and public safety is not on it. Social Services currently
available should be curtailed, offered on a limited case by case basis, and located further from
the downtown, or in a mobile (MOUHS van) format only.

2/15/2022 5:16 PM

101 Ironwood 2/15/2022 4:34 PM

102 Ironwood st 2/15/2022 4:01 PM

103 IronWood 2/15/2022 3:51 PM

104 Away from downtown and residential areas. It should be in industrial areas 2/15/2022 3:25 PM

105 They should be available where they are needed. Next thing they will be shunted away from
Ironwood.

2/15/2022 3:13 PM

106 Beginning Homewood Rd/perks donuts to bowling alley. Nothing in the core where businesses
are negatively impacted.

2/15/2022 3:09 PM

107 The proposed area makes the most sense, but it feels like we have to "sacrifice" an area of
the city for services for people who contribute nothing to the city. No matter where these
services are placed, that area will be unsafe/unavailable for everyone else in this city. Most
importantly, these services need to be out of the downtown.

2/15/2022 2:41 PM

108 Spread it out. Don’t condense it in one area (ie, all along Shoppers Row). 2/15/2022 1:52 PM

109 Anywhere but ironwood. It will discourage people from shopping at Thriftys 2/15/2022 1:29 PM

110 Tyee Plaza should be the location in which Social Services should be offered.This is the
current place that the homeless people frequently gather. As they seem to gravitate to this
location it seems appropriate. The homeless people should not be permitted to have reign over
Nunn’s Creek Park. The Nunn’s Creek park was once a safe place for children’s events(Such
as baseball etc), dog shows, and various other activities. Now Nunn’s Creek park has become
a homeless encampment full of garbage, drugs, weapons, and stolen items etc.

2/15/2022 1:12 PM

111 Social service should be spread over the entirety of campbell river as to make it less enticing
to congregate in one area. We are already seeing huge issues how things are and services are
close together. The only services that should be located conveniently anywhere in town
together is counseling and job services. All others should be spaced out through out town
including willow point.

2/15/2022 12:52 PM

112 Social Services ned to be offered in places where people acessing their services naturally
congregate. When people are supported and feel a sense of belonging it actually costs the tax
payer less than trying to push people to the fringes of society without support. It seems to me
CR has been trying to tell these people where they can't go for decades rather than supporting
these people where they are at, meeting the needs and creating a sense of pride and
responsibilty in our community for everybody. Social Services are already largely located
downtown, we are connected and trying desperately to build more networks and connection,
pushing these services elsewhere is not the answer. These services must be accessible to the
community who needs them and many of the people these services support live on the beach
or downtown. That is their territory and has been for a very long time.

2/15/2022 10:46 AM

113 Where the need is the highest. 2/15/2022 10:21 AM

114 I think that wherever they are located we need to make sure not to try and hide the people who
require these services. We need to remember these are people who are in our community; by

2/15/2022 10:12 AM
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separating them from the rest of the people in any way means there will always be an "us and
them" mentality. I don't agree with Canada having an "untouchables" or "unwanted" group.

115 There needs to be a definition of social services that should be provided. Currently we seem to
be treating the symptons of mental illness and addiction rather than the sickness itself.

2/15/2022 10:07 AM

116 I believe that the area North of the bridge, on the other side of the river would be ideal. 2/15/2022 9:49 AM

117 Ironwood area is decent, however social services need to be in areas that are accessible to
the people who use them.

2/15/2022 9:31 AM

118 Willow Point 2/15/2022 8:27 AM

119 I would suggest somewhere near transit. Perhaps near the Return-It Depot so the people
returning bottles for cash don't have to walk so far.

2/15/2022 8:14 AM

120 upper dogwood 2/15/2022 7:48 AM

121 No opinion 2/15/2022 6:22 AM

122 Further south from the downtown core and push these services away from campbelton and
holly hills area

2/14/2022 9:32 PM

123 Wherever they think they should be. They know more than beurocrats about where they're
needed.

2/14/2022 9:30 PM

124 The undeveloped land south west of the old Target location. 2/14/2022 7:08 PM

125 im sure there is a better area, your making the downtown un atrative to tourist and the people
that live here.. too many homeless and drug abusers..whats happening, i dont enjoy shopping
anymore...im not uncaring but there must be a better solution

2/14/2022 6:58 PM

126 West of highway 19 between 14 and 19 avenues 2/14/2022 5:12 PM

127 North of Campbell River, near car dealerships 2/14/2022 5:05 PM

128 Lakeview Youth Custody Centre 2/14/2022 3:36 PM

129 Social services should be offered away from downtown and residential areas due to the crime
and drug abuse (needles, trafficking, etc.) If people require these services - free meals,
accommodation, drugs etc. they should be in a compound or area outside the city. Some of
the old camps on Robers Lake come to mind. The city is being taken over by criminals and
long term drug addicts. Crime is crazy high with stabbings and the total loss of Nunns Creek
Park as a sports facility. Are we to lose this park and the Ironwood area to these criminals and
long term drug addicts? Move them to a rehab camp/facility and give them the help they need.

2/14/2022 3:12 PM

130 weiwekum lands 2/14/2022 2:43 PM

131 Definitely not righ in the downtown core. Ironwood area is better but would prefer it restricted to
a smaller area providing the necessary services

2/14/2022 2:43 PM

132 I agree with the need to increase safety and enjoyment in downtown, but moving it to Ironwood
just moves the issues, it doesn't solve them. Those that currently live and do business around
Ironwood may not agree with these services concentrating in their neighborhood. Wherever the
services end up, they do need to be grouped together to make it accessible. On the property of
the new supportive housing may be a good place for certain services. I believe part of the
solution is not to 'move' the services or the people accessing them, but to mobilize health care
and mental health services to help people where they are at, physically and emotionally.

2/14/2022 2:23 PM

133 I think having several 'pockets' throughout the City would be most inclusive. While some of
these services and clients can be difficult to include in our daily lives, if we really want a
COMMUNITY that INCLUDES and encourages ALL to participate we have to accept the
challenges. Inappropriate behaviour has to be managed but not by creating divisions. Who
decides who belongs where?

2/14/2022 1:45 PM

134 Not downtown or in existing residential areas. Go outside of town. Away from liquor stores. 2/14/2022 12:56 PM

135 Outside of town, away from grocery stores and shopping areas. Out by Elk Falls 2/14/2022 11:24 AM

136 You can't shuffle people off to different locations just because you don't like them. There are
already "residents" downtown. Moving people living outdoors out of the downtown area to make

2/14/2022 10:51 AM
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room for "residents" is not ok. Help the people who are there, treat them like people, not
undesirables. This doesn't solve the problem, it just moves it.

137 Ironwood area, Campbelton area, Nunn’s creek areas 2/14/2022 10:16 AM

138 Social services including housing and drug rehabilitation should be disperse across the entire
community.

2/14/2022 9:48 AM

139 Elk Falls Mill Site. there are a number of vacant buildings on site that could be renovated to
provide cooking/meals, showers, and sleeping areas. All other support services could be
located on site.

2/14/2022 8:35 AM

140 Outskirts of town, maybe the wooded area down 15th by the bottle depot. 2/14/2022 8:25 AM

141 No comment 2/13/2022 11:39 PM

142 As far out of town as possible. Preferably North. 2/13/2022 10:51 PM

143 Ironwood 2/13/2022 9:47 PM

144 Campbellton 2/13/2022 9:33 PM

145 Not by seniors or schools 2/13/2022 9:20 PM

146 Jail 2/13/2022 8:51 PM

147 Close to bus routes, easily accessible, near housing and green spaces integrated into
community - not apart from it. Ironwood to waterfront, highway to St Anne’s/Alder at least until
we have better transit access to other areas. There is very little green/park or public space
where you are proposing to move them. Why should these service users not have easy
access to the parks/beach, arts and culture and library like everyone else? I would agree more
readily if you are going to also install parks in the area and have more mixed use zones there
too. Otherwise it feels too much like segregation

2/13/2022 8:49 PM

148 It should not be offered on Shoppers Row or on Cedar street. No one wants to shop downtown
anymore.

2/13/2022 6:21 PM

149 At a provincial rehab institution. This is not a municipal responsibility 2/13/2022 6:05 PM

150 I don’t know 2/13/2022 4:58 PM

151 Any where in the down town core 2/13/2022 3:18 PM

152 Ironwood area would make sense in terms of it's vicinity to Nunn's Creek Park where we know
many are living. That said, perhaps diversifying the locations would help to curb such a dense
gathering of people experiencing homelessness. It would be so beneficial to our community to
get Nunn's Creek back to a safe space for everyone as well.

2/13/2022 12:00 PM

153 Roberta lake area 2/13/2022 11:11 AM

154 A location away from residents and commercial property would be preferred such as crown
land on the outer reaches of the city.

2/13/2022 10:23 AM

155 Another adjacent community. Is this community receiving funds from other communities to
take all the trash? I don’t get why we need to attract further complexity by offering above and
beyond service. How about listening to the people that pay an astronomical amount to live
here. Should we move? Stay here and fear further violence and personal loss for doing so….
Wake up!

2/13/2022 9:43 AM

156 On the outskirts of town to make the community safer. Avoid school areas since we are
already having trouble with drugs being left behind

2/13/2022 9:30 AM

157 Social services should be offered OUT of the downtown core. It is a disgrace what is
happening to Nunns Creek area and our downtown by the Tyee Plaza. Kids need parks to play
in and the downtown area is what tourists see when they come to our once beautiful city.
Social services are needed but should be away from shopping, playing fields and schools.
Perhaps a better location would be by bottle depot

2/13/2022 9:13 AM

158 where those offering services are located now. If income assistance, mental health, Salvation
Army and Harbourside are all in buildings they own or not subject to your bylaws this will not
work. Leave them where they are and stop outlawing poverty and addiction.

2/13/2022 9:00 AM
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159 I think these services should be offered away from the downtown area, and definitely not in the
ironwood area. I think an area away from schools and businesses is the best idea. Let them
gather together and celebrate their heritage, not in Spirit square but somewhere that isn't an
eye sore to the general public

2/13/2022 8:22 AM

160 . 2/12/2022 11:24 PM

161 Away from any commercial area 2/12/2022 10:00 PM

162 Campbellton or Downtown 2/12/2022 8:37 PM

163 Spirit square area 2/12/2022 7:34 PM

164 Try the old Snowden prison camp up by the nursery on Gordon road or the old lake view prison
camp

2/12/2022 7:22 PM

165 I would like to see a decrease in social services. Less help, handouts and housing for the
druggies and people taking advantage of the system/taxpayers.

2/12/2022 7:13 PM

166 Ironwood is a good option. Near the Food Bank would be another. By the vacant Voodoo
Lounge on Dogwood No more services downtown

2/12/2022 6:37 PM

167 If they are on ironwood we need to block off the ERT and nuns creek. The have pathways to
steal

2/12/2022 5:07 PM

168 Outside of downtown, possibly over by the bottle depot off the inland highway. Bringing the
services to the downtown area will only bring more activity to the area. Ideally, the people
making our city unsafe should be shipped back to wherever they came from.

2/12/2022 4:43 PM

169 Outside the city centre. Specialized in depth treatment facilities should be constructed, not
buying up motels to house people with no real treatment. Our crime rate has risen to an
alarming rate, and our downtown is an embarrassment. Keeping addicts in the downtown core
gives them easy access to drugs , and increases shoplifting. All the special interest groups
can relocate to wherever the treatment centre is located. Mental health facilities need to be run
by the provincial government, and should not be in our community.

2/12/2022 3:54 PM

170 Out skirts of town...airport or old mill..people are tired of being robbed, and having our taxes
pay for services...

2/12/2022 3:41 PM

171 Ironwood street 2/12/2022 3:13 PM

172 It should be located in an area that is not already established as a shopping zone. The safe
site area is already causing problems for businesses in that area. Why make it worse?

2/12/2022 12:38 PM

173 Far away from single family homes 2/12/2022 12:01 PM

174 The Rosebowl restaurant...central, near court house, their chop shop, liquor stores and of
course the community center.

2/12/2022 11:17 AM

175 Take over the Ironwood mall. 2/12/2022 11:02 AM

176 I agree that ironwood to dogwood downtown are ideal locations as many services are already
present

2/12/2022 10:37 AM

177 Somewhere well lit and not interfering with professional businesses. 2/12/2022 10:36 AM

178 Social services should be located in a reasonably local area, as people who need these
services are not always able to physically access out-of-the-way locations. It is NOT just
'homeless druggies' who use these services. There is space by the Service Canada building
(across from the Scotiabank). Its a little out of view, for those that are offended by the people
of Campbell River, who use and need these kinds of services. And you can plan your stuff
around it.

2/12/2022 9:40 AM

179 anywhere away for the city. all services should be in 1 location but out of the city limits. 2/12/2022 9:30 AM

180 Near government buildings and offices. 2/12/2022 9:20 AM

181 Near a highway 28 2/12/2022 8:48 AM

182 Ironwood st. Better use of empty commercial buildings that already exist 2/12/2022 8:02 AM

183 Ironwood is far enough away from the downtown core, yet still within walking distance. It is a 2/12/2022 7:54 AM
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good location.

184 Away from residential and places of business for the safety of tax paying citizens 2/12/2022 7:04 AM

185 On the lawns of legislature. We need to look after our own street people, not people from other
parts of our country. A few have destroyed our once safe feeling of being down town

2/12/2022 6:30 AM

186 Willow point 2/12/2022 6:24 AM

187 Courtney 2/12/2022 6:21 AM

188 As far from the downtown core as possible, if need be free busbuses would service both
clients and providers.

2/12/2022 5:55 AM

189 Outskirts of town 2/12/2022 5:42 AM

190 10 miles out of town 2/12/2022 5:33 AM

191 Ironwood area 2/12/2022 5:15 AM

192 Ironwood street 2/12/2022 5:00 AM

193 I would like to see a one-stop shop, including temporary housing, health and mental health
care, and the other things mentioned. A hand up rather than a hand out. Put the Target building
to use.

2/12/2022 1:51 AM

194 Set up a camp north of town out of the downtown area where parks and businesses are already
impacted negatively. Provide Camp like housing, kitchen, washroom facilities, a bus, and most
importantly rehabilitation services.

2/12/2022 1:10 AM

195 North end of town away from businesses 2/12/2022 12:12 AM

196 Where the need is 2/11/2022 10:30 PM

197 As far away as possible. Our town has become unsafe. You protect these people before you
protect tax payers and families

2/11/2022 9:56 PM

198 In populated areas not in the main downtown but adjacent too 2/11/2022 9:40 PM

199 Away from care facilities. Away from shopping centers, away from businesses, away from
schools away from hospital away from peoples homes. End of town no one around

2/11/2022 9:33 PM

200 doesn’t matter to me 2/11/2022 9:32 PM

201 As far out of the city as possible 2/11/2022 9:22 PM

202 Clean up our city - it’s an embarrassment and the amount of taxes we pay we should feel safe
and proud of our city - we feel neither !!

2/11/2022 9:10 PM

203 Not downtown. It has become a dangerous place 2/11/2022 9:08 PM

204 ALL current and future Social Service programs should not be in our beautiful downtown area,
Ironwood area or even further north west would be a more appropriate place for all current and
future social services. Our beautiful downtown should be our showcase for tourism, retail,
banking, residents and families and the general public be able to come and enjoy.

2/11/2022 8:50 PM

205 We need to first ensure they are accessible. We also need to be looking at the bigger picture
and making sure that we are providing adequate services for our youth. Homeless people didn't
end up in that situation simply as adults. Trauma and lack of resources leeds then there. We
need to help today's less fortunate, and tomorrow's. Youth need adequate social opportunities
and access to mental/developmental health services. Has councel or upper management ever
tried to access a behaviour therapist, occupational therapist, youth life coach etc? If you have
the means to travel to CV, Nanaimo or Victoria you'll find plenty, but not locally. Maybe if
today's homeless or those suffering addiction would have has access to such services, we
wouldn't be facing this crisis. There's still time for the next generation. <3

2/11/2022 8:48 PM

206 Various locations to ease impact on any one area; also, consider options where people can get
off the street, have housing and learn to grow food, learn skills and have community.

2/11/2022 8:21 PM

207 Outside the city. Camping or farming communities with all the needed services keeping them
away from the harm of the city. "Give a man a fish, he eats for a day. Teach a man to fish and
he will eat for a lifetime."

2/11/2022 8:01 PM
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208 The old nightclub property 2/11/2022 7:46 PM

209 Campbellton area. Not right behind nuns creek park where we have our children playing
baseball and logger sports. The city should look into upgrading that area as well. More lighting
down iron wood street would be sufficient as well. More light means more security.

2/11/2022 7:30 PM

210 Out of the city, no neighborhood deserves that 2/11/2022 6:51 PM

211 Clustering all social services in one area leads to an unsafe neighbourhood in that area. Social
services need to be scattered throughout the city.

2/11/2022 6:39 PM

212 Homewood road area 2/11/2022 6:33 PM

213 Across from Perks donuts 2/11/2022 6:28 PM

214 It's important NOT to concentrate services in any one particular area. It's also important NOT
to situate services in areas that have a lot of empty buildings or used space. Also, if you put
services next to/very near a park or library then it is likely that the park and library will become
annexed by service users and the general public will not use those spaces as much. Keeping
a balance is essential because once it is lost it'svery difficult to regain..

2/11/2022 6:26 PM

215 Not downtown lot's of property put of town 2/11/2022 6:22 PM

216 Not sure 2/11/2022 6:10 PM

217 Outskirts of town with social services recommended. 2/11/2022 5:46 PM

218 Ironwood 2/11/2022 4:51 PM

219 Edge of town, away from shops and tourism hubs 2/11/2022 4:27 PM

220 Anywhere they want as long as there is no government interference. 2/11/2022 4:11 PM

221 Downtown and Ironwood. The area that already has the need. 2/11/2022 3:34 PM

222 N/a 2/11/2022 3:32 PM

223 Definitely not in a residential zone 2/11/2022 3:22 PM

224 Downtown with outreach services supporting the Hilchey/Old Highway area, as well as the
Dogwood/2nd area (basically send some love to the 7-11 crowds)

2/11/2022 3:06 PM

225 On the outskirts of town, or in an industrial area where local businesses will not be constantly
broken into and the public not harassed or assaulted.

2/11/2022 3:03 PM

226 It should not be all in one area as it is detrimental to those businesses 2/11/2022 2:53 PM

227 On reserve ? 2/11/2022 2:47 PM

228 I don't know where to put these services, I am aware we need them. I feel terrible seeing the
old Nun's creek park no longer being a safe place for kids and would like to know if there is any
plan to offer more park space for children that is safely located?

2/11/2022 2:45 PM

229 Throughout the city. People need help throughout the area 2/11/2022 2:44 PM

230 Location suggested 2/11/2022 2:44 PM

231 Social services should be offered where people can access them. Other places where services
could be placed downtown are: 10th ave, Cedar Street. Services already exist on Cedar Street
and 10th Ave.

2/11/2022 2:39 PM

232 Out of downtown. The people requiring the services will make ut there if they wish to access
them. Listen to Sean Smith.

2/11/2022 2:33 PM

233 Campbellton 2/11/2022 2:27 PM

234 away from areas where children and seniors are and near to rcmp 2/11/2022 2:15 PM

235 Nowhere near schools, residential areas, recreational and shopping areas. These services
should be located together on the outskirts of town

2/11/2022 2:15 PM

236 Social services should meet people where they are, and that includes downtown. 2/11/2022 2:12 PM
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237 Ironwood is good 2/11/2022 2:04 PM

238 By the police station 2/11/2022 1:57 PM

239 I agree with moving social services away from the Downtown area. Ironwood area or
Campelton would be great.

2/11/2022 1:38 PM

240 Throughout the commercial zoned areas including campbelton 2/11/2022 1:31 PM

241 Locate Social Services away from Seniors Housing!!! 2/11/2022 12:52 PM

242 These services should all be relocated to the outskirts of town. I would suggest on the other
side of the highway from the gas station McDonald’s location. Ironwood is nowhere near far
enough away from downtown. It’s virtually two blocks. All it does is create new hassles for
businesses already facing the destruction of community. We cannot make our downtown
anymore of a downtown Eastside Vancouver. We must work hard to find ways to grow away
from that, not further towards it. We already draw an influx of unhoused/criminals, from
everywhere else in the province, because of our over abundance of social services and
community resources offered to this community. Literally bus loads are transporting in and
relocating here to take it vantage of the services. We must be very careful how we move
forward to not create any more of a draw increasing this issue. We have already virtually
handed Nunns Creek Park over to this community and locating the services right beside that
park, will only increase the hassles and the growth of that community.

2/11/2022 11:55 AM

243 North of town 2/11/2022 11:45 AM

244 Anywhere but in the downtown core where we are trying to create a welcoming atmosphere for
locals and visitors

2/11/2022 10:54 AM

245 Further away from downtown core. Current offerings in downtown are dramatically affecting
business and the ability for business to thrive and for patrons to feel safe. If people are not
able to abide by social contracts (do not use drugs in public/do not defecate in public/do not
steal items from businesses) they cannot be driven to access services in areas that are dense
with those willing to abide by social contracts.

2/11/2022 10:44 AM

246 Ironwood street is an area that many unhoused are already occupying so this would be in a
good location for access. It is also a bit more dense than the previous zoning which would help
clean up some of the areas that are now looking worn, tired and unsafe.

2/11/2022 10:30 AM

247 no opinion 2/11/2022 9:10 AM

248 Away from senior developments 2/11/2022 9:06 AM

249 I don't know, but it seems we've already given up on Nunns Creek Park. I feel badly for the
residents of Campbelton as it sure feels like this is an attempt to push unwanted behaviors
and characters into their neighborhood where rosy colored sunglasses don't go.

2/11/2022 9:03 AM

250 beside home depot on Band Land. have the first nations take some responsibility for their own 2/11/2022 7:40 AM

251 16th and Tamarac 2/10/2022 9:01 PM

252 Spotted throughout the downtown core. Because Social Services are most often run by non-
profit organizations, capacity and budget are main factors which contribute to building size and
location. Why should city officials determine where these services are being offered, if they are
not contributing financially? Non-profits will continue to make decisions based on the needs of
their clients.

2/10/2022 5:36 PM

253 Near where they are needed. 2/10/2022 4:14 PM

254 Where ever they are needed most 2/10/2022 4:00 PM

255 Dogwood, 10th ave, core downtown location where there is a wide variety of services. 2/10/2022 3:35 PM

256 re-develop the Voodoo Lounge property with offices and services. 2/10/2022 2:56 PM

257 Maple, across from Kal Tire Island Hwy the old Quinsam site 14th C&L site Behind White Spot 2/10/2022 1:40 PM

258 Outskirts of downtown, in easily accessible areas- i.e. transit, walking etc. 2/10/2022 1:40 PM

259 Out past the brick. Over the bridge. 2/10/2022 12:26 PM

260 Throughout our community, on bus routes, in various neighbourhoods, near other community 2/10/2022 11:53 AM
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amenities to de-stigmatize the concept of social service or concentrate services in one place.

261 Downtown core where it is most accessible to those who need them 2/10/2022 10:54 AM

262 Where folks without transportation can access them. 2/10/2022 10:24 AM

263 They should be located where people need them. Downtown, obviously, due to government
services, amenities, and bus routes being concentrated there. Other areas there are not
currently services but they would be useful are at the corner of Dogwood and 2nd ...

2/10/2022 9:42 AM

264 through out the city to be accessible 2/10/2022 8:29 AM

265 In multiple locations to provide a socio economic diversity 2/9/2022 9:34 PM

266 There are areas in Campbellton ie on Willow that could also be used. Spread the services out
so not all in 1 area, it's too hard on the current downtown core and does not encourage people
to live here or generally spend time in the cultural district.

2/9/2022 4:31 PM

267 not downtown 2/9/2022 2:52 PM

268 Where ever they are most easily accessed 2/9/2022 2:46 PM
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Q8 Overall, do you support the Downtown and Social Service Zoning
proposal?

Answered: 321 Skipped: 5
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Q9 Do you have any additional comments regarding the Downtown Zoning
proposal and/or where certain Social Services are offered in the

community?
Answered: 220 Skipped: 106

# RESPONSES DATE

1 I don’t think it is good to have all social services close together in the Ironwood Area. The
seniors who are living there don’t feel safe!

2/27/2022 6:24 PM

2 You will never arrest or bylaw away the current problem with the opioid epidemic and
homelessness. Use restorative justice

2/27/2022 1:05 PM

3 The Downtown Zoning proposal flies in the face of the reality of the Sea Level Rise documents
produced by the City of Campbell River, after extensive consultation, in 2020. The two need to
be considered together to ensure that any increases to the downtown core are sustainable over
the long term (50 years as projected in the sea level rise documents is also the presumed life
of most buildings). There has been NO discussion of the environmental impacts to Nunns
Creek (a protected wetland) IF social services become concentrated downtown. At a time
when Canada is committed to reconciliation, I find it troubling that Wei Wai Kum lands are
mentioned in this proposal with the note that "all the information and the proposed zoning
concepts will be shared with the Nation for information and feedback". This is a missed
opportunity. As is discussion of the "waterfront lands" aka 3.5 acre lot. Downtown cannot be
considered in isolation of these properties. Refresh Downtown, produced in 2017, is now 5
years old. Little has been done in the way of advancing the proposals in the existing plan.
Without the political will to implement it, careful budgeting and capital and strategic planning, it
will have been a waste of time and precious financial and human resources (staff and
residents).

2/27/2022 12:31 PM

4 Don't do Ironwood! 2/27/2022 9:49 AM

5 Stated above drug addict services sb in ironwood but in lower use areas. Filling downtown with
services pandering to addicts only encourages more to be a problem for all

2/27/2022 9:33 AM

6 No 2/27/2022 8:50 AM

7 North of the bridge where there is less residential areas 2/26/2022 4:12 PM

8 The area proposed area has many facilities that is home for many seniors. The state of the
area has decreased the safety and security that should be guaranteed to them living in the
area. Overdoses and crime outside their windows is not a recent occurrence. Nuns Creek park
is another area of concern with the disrespect of the forested area adjacent to it and the ball
park that is no longer for the residents to use in any way. Theft is only a daily thing that is
costing business owners and the consumer a very distasteful outlook towards those that you
want to help. The welcoming of the homeless from other communities has only increased the
problems that have gotten out of hand. Increasing services for these people will not in any way
help the state the community is now in. Offering free services for food, clothing, drugs and
outdoor living supplies has resulted in these items being discarded to create a hazard to both
wildlife and anyone in the area. It is not a welcoming sight for anyone visiting the city or
travelling through to see the congregation of people that occupy the downtown core.

2/26/2022 1:14 PM

9 There may be additional need for policing etc until those accessing social services come to
see what behaviour is acceptable ...to provide a feeling of safety for others such as visiting a
care home, buying groceries etc.

2/26/2022 5:42 AM

10 I am disappointed in the way the city has decided to place more and more services in town
with little support to businesses in the Ironwood area. The thought of having more services and
more associated crime in the area turns my stomach. I see daily drug deals in the corner of
the parking lot of my business, have been verbally abused often, have had my life threatened
more times than I would like to share by individuals using the current OPS site. My staff
(between 45-50 community members) have all had their own experiences of feeling unsafe,

2/26/2022 2:39 AM
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some having been chased to their car at the end of a 6pm daylight shift. To sacrifice
businesses in the area who pay taxes and support our community is unfair and should be
addressed in this proposal. I participated in the roundtable discussion and I listened to some
people state they have never felt unsafe. Perhaps this is because the people stating this have
a different relationship with the people requiring services. I am not feeding, housing or
supporting drug dependencies in my business. I need to ask them to leave my store as they
attempt to shoplift, ask them to not empty their bladders and bowels in my parking lot, and I
often have to have the RCMP assist with the issues we currently face having the OPS site
across the street from us. Enough us enough! Do not put more social services in this area,
business has suffered enough because of the current set up, adding more services will be
detrimental to community members both working in the area and living in the area.

11 Our downtown area has been allowed to be destroyed…. this needs fresh eyes ASAP!! 2/25/2022 9:18 PM

12 Should all be moved to a location in the woods as it once was with supports once someone
has been helped no one is helped downtown this he drugs are flowing and the people are dying

2/25/2022 8:02 PM

13 In regards to the drug addicted homeless, there should be a centre for them that is away from
residential, and commercial areas.

2/25/2022 4:25 PM

14 The zoning proposal presents as biased against some of the most vulnerable in the population
and an attempt to 'make them go away'.

2/25/2022 4:11 PM

15 There are acknowledged challenges with the existing accessibility and delivery of needed
services. The location alone does not address the concerns, in some cases, it may negatively
impact those who need them.

2/25/2022 1:59 PM

16 Out of town where business can thrive and people wont be terrified as they are now ?? In all
honesty i cant believe that someone would propose these comments and questions in the
survey seems ludicrous to me that you would want to integrate businesses and homeless and
people that are working and be mixed in .. this seems extremely asinine

2/25/2022 10:21 AM

17 I would like to see the city purchase and set up sleeping pods or something similar for
homeless folks. I have read and seen on tv that Cowichan Valley has small, basic units which
provide sleeping space and there is a shared kitchen facility and toilets.

2/24/2022 7:55 PM

18 The Provincial government needs to have safe facilities where these people can get better. It
is so sad we think it is okay that they can just "look after themselves" which they cannot.

2/24/2022 3:47 PM

19 I worry if you move all social services to the Ironwood area, it will affect all neighbouring areas.
Nobody wants this in their backyard. Spreading the services out, while connecting with a free
shuttle bus, could be one idea that would consider everyone’s concerns.

2/24/2022 2:35 PM

20 What’s happening at nuns creek park is criminal and unsafe. I’ve lived in Campbell River my
whole life and no longer feel safe in the downtown area. As a senior I now only go downtown if
I really have to which makes me sad for the small businesses in town.

2/24/2022 11:14 AM

21 I think all of the definitions are important to update. There is no easy answer to the location
questions, though.

2/24/2022 10:49 AM

22 I no longer feel safe downtown or shopping in my own community. Nuns Creek park has to be
cleaned up. 580 Dogwood has caused so so many problems for the neighbourhood. The city's
so called solutions are not helping.

2/24/2022 7:18 AM

23 Solve the current problems before you create more. That is all this proposal is doing is moving
the issues from one area to another and that is not a cure or a solution. It is shortsighted and
not fair to the businesses or residents in the area west of Dogwood. Think about the impact
you are having on them and they need your support as well.

2/24/2022 6:10 AM

24 Downtown Campbell river should be vibrant. Potential for high end condos and suites for sale,
not just for profit to one developer, would bring money and life to downtown which would bring
businesses back to downtown. Closed down stores are the worst for our city center. And
feeding the homeless and housing them in the city center is the reason it looks how it looks
and why people are afraid to go downtown.

2/23/2022 5:49 PM

25 People need a place to live and I believe city has tried but more is obviously needed. There
needs to be a place for people to go during the day especially if weather is bad. I am glad the
soup kitchen and drop in centre are now downtown

2/23/2022 4:32 PM
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26 No 2/22/2022 8:24 PM

27 Stop providing free drugs and housing to people. This is only making the situation downtown
worse. People need to earn what they get. The more free things a person recieves the less
inclined they are to work or get clean. This is basic human nature. Obviously what you are
doing is not working because it just keeps getting worse. The definition of insanity is doing the
same thing over again and expecting a different result.

2/22/2022 7:58 PM

28 I am a small business owner and I am very thankful my business is not located downtown. We
pay high taxes to the city in our commercial property and high lease rates to landlords. We
should feel safe and confident for our customers to be able to shop with ease and comfort. I
would never walk through town at night anymore and feel the same about certain areas in the
day. I am not opposed to these services but they should be further out in industrial areas.

2/22/2022 7:57 PM

29 This rezoning is a human rights violation and is systemically racist as most of the downtown
population is First Nation, and it's well researched and documented that First Nations people
are overrepresented in varous at risk populations.

2/22/2022 1:18 PM

30 enforce the laws we have. 2/22/2022 10:23 AM

31 I agree with having the zoning proposal, but would still like to see it moved a bit further away
from the city centre as it's still going to encourage certain clientele, and create safety issues in
the core business areas.

2/22/2022 10:10 AM

32 I already don’t feel safe going to work beside a place where they are handed drugs and then
come and steal from us or vandalize our property and vehicles!!

2/21/2022 7:42 PM

33 Yes move the so called safe injection site to the empty property down in campbellton away
from the seniors that live on ironwood. Definitely not the park across from Walmart that the city
has already destroyed .

2/21/2022 9:57 AM

34 Stop more bus loads of drug addicts from coming here. I live near the seven eleven on dog
wood. I will not go their, and nolo get wanting to go to any of the shops around there. Your map
is covering too big of an area

2/21/2022 9:14 AM

35 Spreading out social housing and encouraging mixed-income neighbourhoods is best practice.
Creating a services hub for addicted persons leads, every time, to predation on them as
dealers follow their clients and can always find them at the same services. It enables crime
and abuse when these services are clustered and prevents the very vulnerable from escaping
bullies when there are no other neighbourhoods. Sub-offices or meal services spread
throughout town would help reduce blight ans increase accessibility to eg. seniors or those with
disabilities, while clustering them concentrates blight.

2/21/2022 8:42 AM

36 Moving the problem doesn’t solve it…. Start with prevention and treatment instead of shoving
it under the rug (or down the block)

2/20/2022 7:14 PM

37 I support the ideas about rezoning the downtown core with mixed commercial and residential
use. But I don't support the idea to bring social services, especially substance use support, to
the Ironwood area!! There are too many disturbing incidents already in this area, Nunns Creek
was taken away from the community and taken over by people who are taking substances. I
live in that area and we had to chase people away from our property who tried to build up
camp... I read a statement of one of your council members, which I strongly agree with: Stop
bringing the service to the client!

2/20/2022 5:15 PM

38 Would like to know when the handouts are going to stop. Yes we need affordable housing
especially for the lower income working people and young people just starting out but the drug
addicts need to be cleaned up and/or shipped out. It is getting pretty bad when people are
scared to go out alone day or night.

2/20/2022 10:50 AM

39 It's wrong to move services to the Ironwood area and impact those businesses 2/20/2022 8:57 AM

40 The ironwood mall nuns creek area needs to be the focus, it will have the least impact on
homeowners , but we need those pod type living spaces in there or it won't work

2/20/2022 8:17 AM

41 I am a member of the Francophone Association and we own the building. We have the SPCA
in the building and a wine store next door. If social services such as food bank and showers
etc are offered nearby, it would adversely affect our ability to provide services to our clients.

2/20/2022 8:07 AM

42 Persons needing social services include seniors (often single seniors), persons with physical 2/19/2022 8:51 PM
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and mental disabilities, and single persons separated from family living below poverty income
levels. Most of these people need social services very close to where they live or they can not
access these services.

43 Stop using my money to enable drug and alcohol addiction. Every lowlife within 500km of here
is attracted to the handouts like moths to a flame. This town is no longer safe because of the
decision to accept and enable substance abuse. We have been, in effect, recruiting the
parasites of society by offering them all they need to continue their selfish and often criminal
lifestyle here. They have no incentive to do better except when it comes to increasing their
criminal behaviour. Once all their basic needs are handed to them, they can augment their
income by thieving in a bid to get ahead. It should be clear by now that this is not working to
improve our city and is having the adverse effect sucking the life out of it.

2/19/2022 7:48 PM

44 O 2/19/2022 10:30 AM

45 our downtown area has been handed over to druggies and boozers. Stop catering to them.
Send them home and dissuade them from coming to campbell river..... We used to be the
salmon capital of the world. We are now the meth/fentanyl capital of BC. Force the Dealers
out!!!!

2/19/2022 9:11 AM

46 Stop enabling people with free everything. 2/19/2022 8:47 AM

47 Down town has gotten so bad over the years. No one finds it safe after the sun goes down. 2/19/2022 8:29 AM

48 Just not near schools and dense housing 2/19/2022 7:57 AM

49 There is a need for community living supervised residential care for individuals with mental
health issues requiring 24hr medical supervision.

2/19/2022 7:35 AM

50 before to go ahead with that kind of project look objectively what happen in others city 2/19/2022 7:19 AM

51 These people are not going to get better in a drop in situation. There needs to be an institution
that will house in a multi tiered, 4-5 yr min therapy, medical team, educational/trades. To
honestly help these people they need the time to get clean, therapy so they can heal.

2/19/2022 12:38 AM

52 No 2/19/2022 12:06 AM

53 In the last few months from the front of my small business I have witnessed 1 stabbing, 6
fights, 4 domestic abuse cases, 75-100 people shooting up, 100+ drug deals, the windows get
smashed in our and the neighbors business and 7 people using the bathroom right beside our
loading bay door and this doesn't take into account what the cameras have seen or the several
piles of human shit! And you want to add more of these kinds of people to this area? Maybe
you should spend a month living in our parking lot and see if you change your mind.

2/19/2022 12:02 AM

54 Stop all services, load them on a bus and get them all off the island 2/18/2022 9:59 PM

55 Personally should make it out by cranberry road if they're going to camp and do drugs and be
chasing people doing their nightly deposits atleast it's away from anyone they can harm

2/18/2022 8:57 PM

56 Can we take the storage units out of ironwood mall and use that for social services? A storage
facility in the middle of downtown doesn’t make sense. We also need more seniors homes and
assisted living. In 10-20 years we will have a crisis if more are not built now.

2/18/2022 7:53 PM

57 Every new development should be required to have a certain number of affordable housing
units - willow point included. I’m concerned that concentrating affordable housing would create
a “ghetto”.

2/18/2022 7:51 PM

58 As someone who works in a store within the area of this zoning proposal we are constantly
dealing with theft. Myself and other staff members have talked about our discomforts with
basic things like walking out to our cars or even working within the store. On multiple
occasions we have had to deal with people stealing, people on drugs, people trying to break
into cars in the parking lot, etc. The list goes on and I feel that this new zoning proposal will
only add more harm to the people who work in this area of town!

2/18/2022 7:49 PM

59 Already said. 2/18/2022 6:42 PM

60 We are at risk and suffer because the council allowed this to happen 2/18/2022 6:04 PM

61 More r.c.m.p patrols in the residential neighborhoods adjacent to the red zone on the map. Alot
of kids have ro walk home from school and they already have to deal with the people who

2/18/2022 5:54 PM
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social services is helping.

62 No 2/18/2022 2:09 PM

63 It feels like this rezoning is taking the issue and moving it over a few blocks only to disrupt a
different set of businesses. I don't see how this will help the problem.

2/18/2022 1:24 PM

64 It is a joke that you are wanting to move these people closer to businesses and houses. You
are in the long run asking for more issues for people

2/18/2022 8:33 AM

65 I do not agree with the proposal anywhere near any of the public. If you make is so
comfortable for the homeless that you have brought here now there will only be more to come
and then you will never be able to fix this. Be the one city in B.C. that makes a difference. And
put a stop to have 100 homeless ruining 35 thousand tax payers. Do it now. Not later.

2/17/2022 9:30 PM

66 Unfortunately my elderly parents avoid the Downtown core because of the current situation
with rampant panhandling, theft and worry about their car being broken into.

2/17/2022 8:41 PM

67 I strongly disagree with lumping all services together. Our vibrant community includes our
homeless folk, many of whom are from here in Campbell River, whose families have been here
for decades or longer. This proposal is a classist approach, with motels, tool rental, social
services etc relegated to non-desirable areas so they are not seen by the tourists. So then we
have the scary area that tourists whisper about in hushed tones "don't go there", and the
people who have been pushed in there dealing worse and worse behaviour. If services are fully
integrated throughout the city it will be better for the whole area.

2/17/2022 6:38 PM

68 i do not feel that social services need to be pushed on a certain area of the city. its a city wide
problem so lets all deal with it and not segregate them to the ironwood area. stop trying to push
the problems on others and better deal with it.

2/17/2022 2:55 PM

69 I think downtown zoning would only keep more homeless people downtown. 2/17/2022 2:14 PM

70 the businesses in the downtown core need help we need less thieves hanging around 2/17/2022 1:48 PM

71 Affordable housing projects are a good start but you cannot lift someone out of poverty with
that alone. The social supports of food and hygiene as well as safe supply are good but we
need a permanent shelter

2/17/2022 12:35 PM

72 If the Services are to be provided make them available in a location that IS NOT a burden on
either the Businesses or the Taxpayers of this City. Downtown businesses and probably
services industries as well are experiencing huge increases in crime. A large part of which is
due to the existing safe injecting site and the increasing number of homeless inhabiting our
streets. Most taxpaying citizens don't want to go downtown due to the filth, the drugs, and the
preceived personal danger they feel now. Moving the problem a block or two WILL NOT
alleviate the situation/concerns.

2/16/2022 2:50 PM

73 WE NEED TO TAKE OUR COMMUNITY BACK. I AS A BUSINESS OWNER AM SICK AND
TIRED MY CHILDREN SUFFER AND ARE SCARED TO GO DOWNTOWN. OUR BEAUTIFUL
COMMUNITY IS IN GRAVE DANGER.

2/16/2022 12:13 PM

74 The downtown is so bad nobody wants to go down there. There is so much drug use and
crime. The city should focus on getting rid of those issues first and then maybe peoe would
feel safer.

2/16/2022 8:08 AM

75 No, but more affordable housing for single families and young adults is so overly needed in this
town.

2/15/2022 11:34 PM

76 The location of social services isn't the source of the problem 2/15/2022 9:29 PM

77 no 2/15/2022 8:49 PM

78 The process of beautifying the downtown core is extremely important. Penticton BC went
through something similar about 10'ish years ago. They would be a great example to see on
how they approached the criminal aspect in their downtown core

2/15/2022 8:32 PM

79 Out of downtown and not in residential areas. A one stop shop North of town. 2/15/2022 7:48 PM

80 Make it easily accessible by bus 2/15/2022 7:25 PM

81 This survey was vague 2/15/2022 5:55 PM
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82 I have dealt with the "chronic consumer of social services" personality type my entire
professional career and have learned a couple hard lessons over and over: 1) The more you
give, the more they take, and it's never enough. 2) They have a survival mentality, not a
rational mentality. They are focused on their next meal; their next hit of drugs; their next
cheque; or their next score of stolen goods which they trade for drugs. They do not think about
what they're going to do tomorrow. Moving services far enough away that it is inconvenient for
them to go downtown will help, because their short-term mind-set will keep them close to the
next service they are going to need. -You need to shut down/relocate/rebrand the Haida liquor
store. -You need to take a wrecking ball to the Harbourview and let someone build something
decent, like condos with a restaurant, lounge and patio on the ground floor. -Truthfully, you
need to harden your heart and emphatically say "no" to more social services downtown. In
short, you need to gentrify the downtown or the current issues will continue and continue to
intensify.

2/15/2022 5:16 PM

83 Listen to the people!!! 2/15/2022 4:34 PM

84 Downtown makes sense. 2/15/2022 4:01 PM

85 N/A 2/15/2022 3:51 PM

86 They are our people, we cannot just shunt them aside 2/15/2022 3:13 PM

87 I'd really like to see the services moved away from restaurants & big box stores where thieves
target.

2/15/2022 3:09 PM

88 Get these services out of the downtown. It is embarrassing to visitors. 2/15/2022 2:41 PM

89 The city should not engage in a micro-management approach to social service zoning. This is
a waste of time, and tax-payer money and is a horrifically inefficient use of public resources
(Human and economic) Supply and demand should govern the availability of businesses and
services in the downtown core. A Freemarket should be an appropriate approach. If there was
more demand from businesses in the Downtown core, then the social services would naturally
be pushed out, but this is not the case, Commercial rents are way to high, as evidenced by the
Downtown vacancy rates.Obviously, downtown supply grossly outpaces demand, and zoning
is not going to fix this issue. This is not a healthy economic ecosystem for small local
businesses. So, find a way to increase demand organically for businesses, not artificially. The
proposed approach will not create a lively, energetic, and creative downtown. It will create a
boring, sterile place with no life (and apparently a lot of cars, as that is the only thing that
seems to be accommodated in the Downtown core)

2/15/2022 2:05 PM

90 I think you guys are totally disregarding the safety of people who work and reside in the areas
where you want to propose these changes. Downtown is scary enough as it is.

2/15/2022 1:52 PM

91 No 2/15/2022 1:29 PM

92 We are currently experiencing higher rate of crime in our areas and our concern is that the "
Ironwood Area is also the area where the vulnerable live - 5 buildings of seniors that are at risk
and with this rezoning will increase the risk

2/15/2022 1:15 PM

93 Social Services should be offered in the Tyee Plaza. The homeless people already pass their
time in the Spirit Square, and there is parking available for those who work and shop etc.

2/15/2022 1:12 PM

94 If Ironwood proposal goes through City hall should be considered a social service and be
moved into the center of it. To better prep future councils to deal with city planning.

2/15/2022 12:52 PM

95 I think it looks like another attempt to hide the issues that our community is facing. If you
really wanted to solve some of these problems you would spend more time and resources
building affordable supported housing and services that meets the needs of the people you are
pushing to the sidelines. If you look at what other large cities have done to solve similar
problems you would see that if you build barrier-free housing with wrap around services that
only costs the meager shelter portion of people's Income Assistance or PWD it actually costs
less in the end and has better outcomes than pushing people to the sidelines and trying to hide
all the problems that these members of our community is facing. Look at what Duncan did with
the container temporary sleep units downtown, they have a much cleaner and welcoming
downtown core because they came up with a solution that actually helps the people that are
struggling.

2/15/2022 10:46 AM

96 This proposal will unfairly target vulnerable people, a high percentage of which are indigenous.
Campbell River seems more concerned with protecting their image than helping members of

2/15/2022 10:21 AM
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their community, and that is why the city is currently in the state it is in. I watched a certain
city council member laughing and joking with other people during the dismantling of a shelter
here in the downtown core, and it was disgusting. Their inability or simple unwillingness to
even engage was all too apparent. I lost faith in this town council when it spent money to
remove the plexiglass roof over at the spirit square. The motives of this city council are
transparent and repugnant. This proposal will be the nail in numerous coffins.

97 When going over changes please just remember, we all have worth and are all members of this
community. People who have more money or are business owners should not have more say
in these decisions.

2/15/2022 10:12 AM

98 We need to define what 'social services' consist of. 2/15/2022 10:07 AM

99 The homeless issue is not new nor is it unique to Campbell River. What are other communities
doing and can we "borrow" concepts form those that are having success? The folks are people
too. What about providing day jobs for cash? Offered to those that are struggling as a way to
build self worth... Cleaning the streets or highway etc.

2/15/2022 9:49 AM

100 Campbellton should be allowed to rezone for multi business / housing complexes - social
services should be moved to the Robron/Dogwood areas and away from downtown along the
water completely

2/15/2022 8:27 AM

101 I often compare downtown Campbell River to what Squamish was like in the past (10-15 years
ago). Very little character. Squamish is now vibrant, walkable, lots of cafes/small
shops/restaurants and residential buildings. If Campbell River were somewhat like this, it would
encourage people downtown and add vibrancy and life to the area.

2/15/2022 8:14 AM

102 where you put these facilities is not an area where I want to shop or spend any time 2/15/2022 7:48 AM

103 If the rezone goes ahead and social services are moved to the ironwood area, I would not want
additional services put near the high-school and middle school or on Dogwood street

2/15/2022 6:22 AM

104 ive been bugged at banks, in parks , outside stores and even when i got off work i had 2 men
leaning against my car in the dark...such a unsettling feeling, whats happening in this town...to
be honest i feel like moving away cause i have never seen such homeless and drug people in
my face before..ive lived in many places and sadly this is terrible here...campbell river has a
big problem...please dont scare away the tourist or your tax paying people from shopping...i
work with the public and hear a lot of peoples concerns...please i strongly disagree with this
rezoning...

2/14/2022 6:58 PM

105 I would suggest the majority of the people causing a nuisance do not want to be part of the
community and should be directed elsewhere and if they keep breaking laws should be
incarcerated just like I would be

2/14/2022 5:12 PM

106 The biggest issue are only being relocated by a few blocks, still affecting many businesses
and not dealing with the root of problem.

2/14/2022 5:05 PM

107 The Downtown Zoning proposal only moves a complex health and social problem from the front
end of the downtown core to the back end. It still includes Nunns Creek Park, which is no
longer a safe location for community user groups, and businesses still remain easily
accessible for ongoing thefts.

2/14/2022 3:36 PM

108 We need confirmation if homeless people are being transported here from other cities? We pay
(some of us) very high taxes and the downtown core and associated crime is out of control. If
your plan is to fix up the downtown core for the drug addicts to plunder, then I do not support it.

2/14/2022 3:12 PM

109 Maybe the best approach s to build a community that houses everything in one location...away
from town.

2/14/2022 12:56 PM

110 It is wrong to move the city's 'undesirables' into an area where the residents of CR need to go
grocery shopping, shopping and get other resources to function. That will increase the burden
on functioning businesses, make it dangerous for residents to pick up their needs and will
cause more havoc then what it is worth. They need to be moved far out of town.

2/14/2022 11:24 AM

111 This just a thinly veiled way to get people experiencing homelessness out of the way so things
can look like they're better. Help people, don't move them along.

2/14/2022 10:51 AM

112 Social services need to be available 24/7 for those that need it. High risk peoples require help
round the clock!

2/14/2022 10:44 AM
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113 Thank you! 2/14/2022 10:16 AM

114 Social services should not be concentrated in one area that effectively makes it a slum where
businesses will want tp located or families will choose to reside.

2/14/2022 9:48 AM

115 As long as services are offered near downtown, you will continue to have issues. Move the
services to a remote location where all the services can be provided on site. Zone the site for
support services.

2/14/2022 8:35 AM

116 It’s not safe for us anymore downtown. The theft, violence and respect for cleanliness are non-
existent. We enable bad/illegal behaviour and bus more people in for financial gain. Campbell
River is a joke and it’s sad

2/14/2022 8:25 AM

117 No comment 2/13/2022 11:39 PM

118 Preferably out of town as far North as possible. 2/13/2022 10:51 PM

119 Downtown core is a unsafe area at this point, I would not walk around that area at night.
Placing facilities like the Rose bowl in the middle of town is not ideal. Our city has been taken
over by crime, drugs and violence, it is now known as a dangerous city. Bad decisions by the
city and council.���Although I do believe developing the core with higher density, higher
buildings is the way to go.

2/13/2022 9:56 PM

120 No 2/13/2022 9:47 PM

121 Not to turn out like nunns creek and 580 dogwood and rose bowl 2/13/2022 9:20 PM

122 Stop with the freebees and handouts... If the city spends money in the indigents they will keep
coming. Stop the "Bird feeder programs"

2/13/2022 8:51 PM

123 I cannot understand why these services and the citizens they serve are being excluded from a
vibrant and safe downtown. They are as much part of community as any of us

2/13/2022 8:49 PM

124 Mental health VIHA and Cedar street homeless shelter is in the wrong locations. Harbor Side
INN is a real problem as well.

2/13/2022 6:21 PM

125 This is a great way to bring even more undesirable people to our town. Stop wasting money on
these people and cater to those who contribute to your cash pool

2/13/2022 6:05 PM

126 None 2/13/2022 4:58 PM

127 Hopefully they can help clean up our streets and make downtown safe again 2/13/2022 3:18 PM

128 Not specific to this - but is there no way to close the Haida Beer and Wine? It's a known issue
to the area and I don't understand how the city can just continue to issue them a business
license year after year knowing what a negative impact it has on the downtown core.

2/13/2022 12:00 PM

129 Should not interfere with ANYONE who pays taxes. Commercial businesses, residential
neighborhoods no one should be paying for services they are afraid to access.

2/13/2022 11:11 AM

130 Social services should be offered close to the people who need it most. The downtown area
should be a haven for all residents and parks and school areas should be safe for our children.
Unfortunately the downtown area has deteriorated and bringing in more services to that area is
not the answer.

2/13/2022 10:23 AM

131 Cater to the people that contribute. The more you offer the more you attract. You are trying to
do the best thing, but your bleeding hearts are harming more than fixing

2/13/2022 9:43 AM

132 I’d like to see it away from business especially the Walmart. Avoid parks that children should
be playing at and all schools. Have on the outside of town limits to keep the community safer.
We can’t even use the atm machines without looking over our shoulders. The more services
provided by the city the bigger the problem becomes

2/13/2022 9:30 AM

133 We have seen what is not working. We do not need more troubled people brought into town!
We need to enforce our shoplifting deterrents so all people can feel safe at all different times of
the day. The current slap on the hand approach is a joke!

2/13/2022 9:13 AM

134 This is a flawed plan as most services are in the downtown area and the city cannot force
them to move as stated above.

2/13/2022 9:00 AM

135 . 2/12/2022 11:24 PM
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136 Keep the riff raff downtown and out of areas south of the hospital 2/12/2022 8:37 PM

137 We don’t need them downtown Campbell river .people will not be coming to Campbell river to
visit. It will kill the tourism in this town. Maybe it should be put next to the mayor,s home !

2/12/2022 7:22 PM

138 I would like to see less social services offered. Less handouts and housing. Put some on
some busses to the mainland or wherever they are coming from. Whatever it takes at this
point to get them out of our small city. Higher police presence and security at nunns creek
park. Kick people sheltering there out and clean it up for the children.

2/12/2022 7:13 PM

139 We have too many social services clustered in a very small area, all close to downtown. The
liquor store and Harbouside Inn invite street people to congregate at Spirit Square where there
is public drinking, fighting, yelling, swearing, drug use. Putting the safe injection site next to
the sobering and assessment centre (which was pretty quiet) was not well thought out. A
bridge to housing at the Rose Bowl, right behind our cultural area, next door to Healthyway
Natural Foods and across the street from a day care was not a good location. The feeding
centre at the Harbourside needs to be move out of downtown. Three of the newest and most
attractive buildings Berwick by the Sea, Comfort Inn & Suites and Tyee Apartments are all
impacted by the street disorder carried out on a daily basis.

2/12/2022 6:37 PM

140 Create programs that take problem people off the streets and only allow them back into society
when rehabilitated. That or send them back where they came from. We want our city back and
we want our safety. I am too scared to even leave my home to go for a walk anymore. Please
make it right.

2/12/2022 4:43 PM

141 Comox, as I understand it provides no support services for mental health and addiction
services. Their crime rate is very low. Why is it that some communities are not obligated to do
their fair share. I feel like Campbell River is treating providing support services as a growth
industry, which is hardly the growth city residents want to see. Before taking any more
government funding to provide any more support services, can we have a referendum to see if
the community wants to provide that service. Campbell River has gotten a reputation for being
crime ridden, and not a desireable place to live. This slide in our reputation happened over a
few short years. Council needs to take more time making decisions that have serious
implications on the lifestyle, and safety of all residents.

2/12/2022 3:54 PM

142 How about letting the kids have their ball park back...not even safe to skate or play at the
park...

2/12/2022 3:41 PM

143 Well it seems that Nunns Creek Park is the place now. The homeless are not going away.
Make that a designated area with all the services available there. Not all over town. I think it
would be easier to manage.

2/12/2022 3:13 PM

144 Keep the downtown area a place to shop. 2/12/2022 12:38 PM

145 Simply Housing the homeless is NOT a solution. The city needs to demand funding for long
term treatment. Tax paying citizens need to feel safe in their community. Habitual criminals
need to be offer the choice of either jail or minimum of 6 months in a treatment facility that
focuses on both mental health and addiction.

2/12/2022 12:01 PM

146 More paramedics, more policing, more security... 2/12/2022 11:17 AM

147 I think you need I be realistic about trying to contain these services to one area. There are no
liquor stores around Ironwood, so that's a problem. And if we keep catering to this problem, it
will continue to grow. Why can we not say that in order to receive these taxpayer funded
services, people need to work? That could be cleaning parks, pulling scotch broom out of
ditches, washing City vehicles, anything. We need to get away from this "something for
nothing" idea. Give people a purpose, a sense of pride that comes from working.

2/12/2022 11:02 AM

148 brennon lake 2/12/2022 10:45 AM

149 I do think with the amount of people requiring special services also brings a degree of law
breaking, theft, drugs, vandalism and therefore money should be spent to have a heavier
police presence in these areas as well. Bicycle police in the summer months given the
increase of tourists as well.

2/12/2022 10:37 AM

150 Long past due 2/12/2022 10:36 AM

151 When you say business/residential, are you thinking of utilizing plans that allow for buildings to
be multiuse (shopfront/business on the ground floors, residential units on top)? Is rent-control

2/12/2022 9:40 AM
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/capping something that can be discussed in these locations.

152 Need to provide other area for the under served or homeless. They discourage me from visiting
the business that are near them as I feel unsafe on my own in the downtown core. Build
infrastructure at Nuns creek and find another spot for ballpark. Not near homes.

2/12/2022 9:20 AM

153 Should use existing building wherever possible. There are empty schools that have not been
used for years. These would be able to provide housing, social services and an outdoor area to
do gardening.

2/12/2022 8:02 AM

154 Safe injection/social services should absolutely NOT be located downtown if you want to shed
the reputation of being "scuzzy Campbell" The ironwood location is far enough from downtown,
but still reachable for the less fortunate who will utilize the services.

2/12/2022 7:54 AM

155 It is not safe to be down town even in daylight. This criminal element needs to be removed.
Not given more handouts.

2/12/2022 7:04 AM

156 I propose clean parks and safe trails for citizens of Campbell River. Stop accommodating
these thieves and violent people. Give the shop keepers downtown a survey. Bring back a safe
town for us! The law abiding tax payers. Our council must advocate to higher levels of
government the issues and get them off our streets and help they need. Laws need to be
rewritten, times have changed

2/12/2022 6:30 AM

157 More police, more arrest, bring back mental institutions and offer rehab 2/12/2022 6:21 AM

158 No 2/12/2022 5:33 AM

159 No 2/12/2022 5:00 AM

160 I’m concerned for the seniors who live in the Ironwood area. Will they be safe enough? 2/12/2022 1:51 AM

161 Get these Social Services out of the downtown area period. Businesses and tax payers are
hurting due to the increased crime.

2/12/2022 1:10 AM

162 Make it safe before adding more problems. 2/12/2022 12:12 AM

163 We need to be able to have people feel welcome and safe in our downtown srea 2/11/2022 9:40 PM

164 Get rid of the drug addicts and homeless 2/11/2022 9:33 PM

165 No 2/11/2022 9:32 PM

166 Should close off vehicle traffic on shoppers row and make it into a pedestrian only zone ,make
it into a farmer’s market and buskers and food trucks on the weekends in the summer like they
do for the car show

2/11/2022 9:22 PM

167 Yes clean it up Get rid of the homeless and their services from down town Especially around
the Royal bank and spirit square

2/11/2022 9:10 PM

168 The soup kitchen should never have been put into the Harbourside Inn, that was a huge
mistake for the downtown area - across from a beautiful Seniors centre, a boutique hotel and
near all our downtown businesses/boutiques! That has caused more problems in the area as
its a draw for them even more. The liquor store beside it is also a problem - this business
should also be moved out of the downtown. Also all methadone clinics as well should NOT be
in our downtown core!!!

2/11/2022 8:50 PM

169 I'm not how moving people around will help. The businesses on Ironwood will face the same
frustrations. I'm not sure what the answers are, but I'm going to guess that the agencies who
work with this population know. This shouldn't be politicized.

2/11/2022 8:48 PM

170 I need more information 2/11/2022 8:21 PM

171 Concentrating Social Services into Ironwood Zone will have a negative impact on the
business's currently operating in that area.

2/11/2022 8:01 PM

172 Re pave and re paint the tyee plaza parking lot. Add more adiquite lighintg down town. Make it
brighter. It’s too dark downtown at night. more lights in the downtown core will help

2/11/2022 7:30 PM

173 Stop feeding them and they will stop coming. 2/11/2022 6:51 PM

174 At the moment, many seniors I know (and mothers with young children) are avoiding the
downtown area especially around the visitors centre and the library because they feel unsafe.

2/11/2022 6:39 PM
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Why should a library be unsafe? Because there are too many social services clustered in that
area.

175 I think it's a good thing to be looking at. Courtenay is a good example of how not to approach
this and should be regarded as such. The area surrounding 5th street is a very challenging
area for anyone to be in because so many of the services are there. It has a direct impact on
businesses which in turn impacts the local economy. For Campbell river I would like to see
these services be in place but somehwere out of the downtown core. Let's make that a safe
place for families all times of the day.

2/11/2022 6:33 PM

176 Build a whole development across from Perks Donts 2/11/2022 6:28 PM

177 No 2/11/2022 6:22 PM

178 No 2/11/2022 6:10 PM

179 The downtown core is a mess now, businesses library etc. should not be subjected to the state
it's in presently!

2/11/2022 5:46 PM

180 No 2/11/2022 4:51 PM

181 Social services should be at the edge of town. Away from shops and tourism hubs.
Understandable to have services in a central location, like the downtown core, but to revitalize
the city and attract tourism, citizens should not have to wade through homeless camps.

2/11/2022 4:27 PM

182 Keep government involvement to a minimum. 2/11/2022 4:11 PM

183 Keep the help where the people that Need it are. 2/11/2022 3:34 PM

184 I honestly think it’s a bad idea because it makes me feel uncomfortable and unsafe when I get
off work late at night in the dark

2/11/2022 3:32 PM

185 Nobody want to live downtown, expand urban containment south of Jubilee 2/11/2022 3:22 PM

186 Need more safe, indoor activities for our youth during winter weather. The City council needs to
directly deal with organizations that are directly affected by their decisions. We lost our softball
diamond at Robron Park for a Pickleball court without being consulted. Then hardball is moved
into our park (without consultation) and we lose more of our softball diamonds. Our program is
on the verge of disappearing altogether and the council does not care. Nor do they care about
properly resolving city issues unless it is to their benefit.

2/11/2022 3:03 PM

187 Too many services concentrated in an area just makes it less desirable for other folks 2/11/2022 2:47 PM

188 No 2/11/2022 2:44 PM

189 Natural security and downtown vibrancy can happen without rezoning. Support downtown
revitalization by discouraging the stigmatization of unhoused populations and encouraging
people to come through public events, programming, and business stimulus. We do not have
dangerous or threatening populations downtown. Drop-in services are necessary and are
offered by more than just those who serve vulnerable populations. Stop spending valuable
monetary resources on security services and put that money into downtown cleaning services,
and encouraging people to patronize downtown businesses and cultural institutions. The social
services that are currently downtown offer a valuable and necessary lifeline. If other
commercial and government entities joined them in the effort to support unhoused people and
treat them with respect we could all achieve the goal of having a safe, attractive, and vibrant
downtown core.

2/11/2022 2:39 PM

190 Read previous answers 2/11/2022 2:33 PM

191 Social services should not be near house and in the downtown area were there are children and
families

2/11/2022 2:27 PM

192 I disagree with not allowing drive thrus 2/11/2022 2:19 PM

193 no 2/11/2022 2:15 PM

194 I agree with the urban development of downtown Campbell River, it is much needed, but not
with the Social Service Zoning. The Social Service Zoning needs to be readdressed, it does
not serve the majority of Campbell River residents.

2/11/2022 2:15 PM

195 This is a poorly masked effort to remove services like Kwesa Place and the Community 2/11/2022 2:12 PM
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Kitchen from downtown, further displacing and marginalizing an already vulnerable population.

196 No 2/11/2022 2:04 PM

197 na 2/11/2022 1:57 PM

198 Focusing on revamping the downtown area, please consider expanding the Facade Program to
include the Pier Street area. This area of downtown needs a "clean up" and should be allowed
to apply for the program. Thank you. The Curious Cat.

2/11/2022 1:38 PM

199 It’s unfortunate that the limited questions in this survey could be used to indicate a community
endorsement of the proposed changes.. a much larger dive into the actual changes
(individually) and their impacts both economically and socially needs to be undertaken to form
a real community based consensus and mandate..

2/11/2022 1:31 PM

200 I think we have a huge issue on our hands. Largely based on the location of the services and
the funding and increased housing we have created in the last five years. Our on house
community, largely criminal element, has grown beyond what we should be facing in a city our
size. We have spent too much money on services that have led to the growth. And we need to
start to find ways to move away from anything that draws more of this element to town. I
understand the services need to exist at some level. But do we really need five different
housing complexes ? The current location of the ops site is beyond unacceptable and has
created extreme difficulty for the businesses directly around it. These are things that must be
strongly considered. If we’re going to relocate social services, which we definitely need to do,
we must rule relocate all of them, to the outskirts of town. Nowhere near business
communities. Ironwood Street houses multiple seniors complexes , and will create a whole
new series of danger and criminal events. You cannot consider Ironwood Street industrial. Not
even close.

2/11/2022 11:55 AM

201 These are services we need, it just can not be downtown. The proposal could be the solution
to save our dying downtown core. As it stands right now, if we do not do something we are
going to see many more empty storefronts.

2/11/2022 10:54 AM

202 Families and seniors are avoiding the downtown core due to safety concerns. This is having an
affect on business. If small businesses do not get support on making downtown feel safe for
patrons, they will fail and this will cause economic ramifications.

2/11/2022 10:44 AM

203 Just that those services would be responsible for cleaning up their areas of left over debris
(clothing, blankets, needles, etc) so that the area continues to look and feel safe.

2/11/2022 10:30 AM

204 no 2/11/2022 9:10 AM

205 not at this time 2/11/2022 9:06 AM

206 I don't think it's fair to expand boundaries to push one areas unwanted social behaviors and
environments into an adjacent area. And that seems like the agenda of this proposal. I think
that the proposed expanded area is struggling enough with the recent strategy of giving up on
nearby Nunns Creek Park, and the recent re-purposing of the Heritage River Inn site. North and
West of Downtown is seemingly being forecasted as the spot to hide what people South of
Downtown don't want to see, which is a shame.

2/11/2022 9:03 AM

207 Tax paying community members should be able to utilize all spaces they are required to pay
tax on. Choices are for each individual there is no one making them for those that choose the
drug and theft lifestyle except them

2/10/2022 9:01 PM

208 It is a difficult question 2/10/2022 4:14 PM

209 Social Services should be offered where ever they are needed and not necessarily forced to
one area of the city.

2/10/2022 4:00 PM

210 Why are you pushing essential services further out from the populations that need them? 2/10/2022 3:35 PM

211 do not build a new library. 2/10/2022 2:56 PM

212 No 2/10/2022 1:40 PM

213 no 2/10/2022 1:40 PM

214 Hope to see an improvement downtown. And to feel safe doing so. Campbell River residents
are tired of all this.

2/10/2022 12:26 PM
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215 These services are very important amd need to be accessible to those who need them. They
should remain in the downtown core.

2/10/2022 10:54 AM

216 This is the second time the City has wasted time and tax payer resources trying to move
social services out of downtown. Moving the problems around rather than dealing with them is
one of the reasons downtown is such a mess right now. It's an exercise in wishful thinking
rather than reality-based thinking. This looks like another attempt by the City to avoid or move
issues rather than deal with them. We deserve practical and reality-based solutions rather than
wishing the problem away, which will just prolong the issue this intervention claims it is trying
to address. Enough of wishful interventions and more interventions that actually work, please.
This has gone on long enough. And, yes, this is the second time the City have wasted tax
payer's money asking if we want to make downtown more vibrant and increase residential
developments. Why are you asking again instead of doing this? I feel like we've been asked
about this a thousand times, but there's still just zero being done. Asking us again rather than
doing the work is, honestly, lazy. Please start to doing things instead of talking and asking.
Summary 1. Stop asking us to move social services - we've been there before. 2. Stop asking
if we want downtown more vibrant- we've been there before. Please, just get to work. 3. Stop
asking us the same thing over and over instead of acting on the things you've already asked
about. What are you people spending our money on? Seriously.

2/10/2022 9:42 AM

217 do not focus all social services in one area - it creates a ghetto mentality - spread it out along
with affordable housing

2/10/2022 8:29 AM

218 This proposal is already 5 years old, let's get a move on! 2/9/2022 4:31 PM

219 location should be outside of city limits/ 2/9/2022 2:52 PM

220 From my experience the population that are accessing social services are those that identify
as Indigenous. How can you have the gaul to propose to move social services and create
further barriers to an already oppressed and marginalised population.

2/9/2022 2:46 PM
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Q10 Please tell us about yourself:Age
Answered: 321 Skipped: 5
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Q11 Do you represent a sector? Please check the category you align with
most.
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Q12 How long have you lived in Campbell River?
Answered: 324 Skipped: 2
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Submission to the City of Campbell River 

Regarding: Zoning – Ironwood - Community Safety 

From:  The Discovery Harbour Family Council     Date: March 2, 2022 

This letter is from the Family Council of the Discovery Harbour Care Centre (DHCC), located in the 
Ironwood neighbourhood. Our Family Council works closely with the staff and management of DHCC 
and represents family members and residents who live at DHCC.  

There are 148 elderly residents at DHCC  and (we estimate) approximately 300 family members who visit 
(on a frequent, regular or daily basis), many of whom are frail or elderly themselves. There are 250 staff 
members with shifts that cover a 24 hour day. This is close to 700 people with a vested interest in the 
neighbourhood.  Please note that these numbers do not include the Ironwood Care Facility across the 
street (100 residents) nor does it represent the smaller senior’s residence located between DHCC and 
the shopping mall. They will be making submissions of their own, outlining similar concerns.  

A key part of quality of life anywhere, (but in particular in a care facility), is going outside; walking on 
one’s own or with friends and family members, or being outside with staff on outings are treasured 
times at DHCC. Even walking the two short blocks to a store can be a highlight in someone’s day. 

Being connected to the neighbourhood is a big part of life at DHCC and includes everything from going 
across the street to the Ironwood facility for programs, walking over to one of the two malls within 
walking distance, and includes residents just going outside (or to the parking lot) for fresh air and 
sunshine.  

Over the years being outside has become increasingly unsafe.  This is due to the homeless population 
and “street people” hanging around on the streets, in the alleys and bushes, and in parking lots.  While 
most of them keep to themselves, (and appear to be unfortunate but harmless), they are nevertheless 
frightening to those who are vulnerable.  And, even to those who are not as physically disadvantaged as 
seniors, being accosted is very intimidating, annoying and increasingly threatening.  This situation is 
getting worse.  

The following are the specific concerns City Council should consider when looking at rezoning the 
Ironwood neighbourhood.   

1. We, the DHCC Family Council oppose the Ironwood re-zoning plan.

2. There is evidence from other cities that when services for the disadvantaged are located in a
neighbourhood , there is an increase in the population of drug users, street and homeless people,
and criminals. In turn public and private safety are compromised.

3. There are existing security and policing issues while services are more or less centralized. Spreading
the services across the downtown area into Ironwood will only spread the problems, not solve them.
Centralizing services and properly monitoring and policing a smaller non-residential area is a better
option.



4. It is easy to forget that the Ironwood community is highly residential primarily because most of the
residents live in large senior facilities not houses. This should not make them less deserving of a safe
neighbourhood.

5. The rezoning decision makes safe or pleasant access to the community less possible for hundreds of
people who live and work in the Ironwood area in addition to those who own businesses and their
customers.

6. Specifically, safety in the DHCC parking lots (front and back), the areas surrounding the building, and
along the streets is declining and at times is dangerous. Incidents of vandalism, harassment and
loitering while using drugs is on the rise.

7. Several family members and staff have been accosted in recent months right in the DHCC parking lot
when coming or going from the building.  Cars have been broken into. Staff and family members
leave in pairs for protection.

8. No one feels safe even in the day time.

9. Many residents and visiting family members use canes or walkers or have wheelchairs to get to the
two shopping centres which are each a short two blocks away. They are being warned to “watch out
for” and “be careful” of those loitering in the area. Our residents are vulnerable.

10. It is difficult to get good front-line workers. When staff consider where they will work, safety within
the facility (as well as outside it) are key factors.  We don’t need another barrier to attracting and
keeping staff.

During the Covid pandemic, DHCC residents have been locked-down and confined to the building for the 
better part of the past 2 years. There is concern that the rezoning would create a permanent situation 
where residents are confined by having limited access to outdoors and reduced quality of life in their 
own community. Access to one’s own community without fear is something that most residents of 
Campbell River take for granted and it should be ensured for our elderly.    

We understand that rezoning requires careful, long-term holistic thinking and appreciate having the 
opportunity to provide our position and points of view . Please do not hesitate to contact me should 
further thoughts or input be required.  I’ll close with some quotes to put this position into a real context. 

Flo Frank, Chair DHCC 
Family Council 306 713-8040 
Flo Frank, Chair DHCC
Family C lounci 306 713-8040



Quotes and Comments: 

We have been stuck in this building for two years due to Covid. If our outside space gets
any less safe,  we could be here forever. (83 year old female resident)

There are always drug addicts and homeless people walking through our parking lot (you
never know when but it happens every day). Some are drunk or sleeping in the bushes on
the way to the store.  More of them will not make it better – it will make it worse. (81
year old male resident speaking with his wife while visiting)

We have paid taxes to build a city for everyone.  Now that we are in the later years of
our lives, we should be safe in the streets we paid to have built. (Thoughts that were
shared by 4 residents aged 80 – 93 years of age)

I’ve been approached three times in the past year.  Once by a native couple looking for
money to catch the ferry to Quadra, another time for cigarettes and the last time it was
incoherent gibberish but aimed directly at me. It scared me. (Family visitor 71 years old)

No one wants to work at night anymore.  We have to find someone to walk out to our
car with us when it is dark.  Honestly, dark or daylight doesn’t matter. It feels unsafe all
the time.  What are they thinking adding to the problem? (Six female staff members)

The talk about making downtown beautiful for businesses should not be about cleaning
up the homeless, drug and crime problem by moving it over here.  It takes more than
shifting the problem to a new area. Beautiful for business is good but safety for our loved
ones is more important. (Several family members -  discussing the plan).



Dear Sirs, 
Please take this letter as feedback in the Downtown & Social Service  Zoning Review. 

First, let me say that I believe that a public open house should be convened for these huge 
proposed changes.  The Covid restrictions have been changing and doing this now could save 
many problems later. 
See https://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/covid-19/info/restrictions 

A huge concern to me is the proposed change in building heights in the proposed Cedar District. 
The Cedar District covers a large block of land and twelve stories would block the ocean views 
of all the residential areas west and southwest of that area.  I absolutely oppose this proposed 
increased height limit. 

Please confirm that there will be public hearings when and if the zoning bylaw amendments are 
required. 

I would also like to see a plan of the required expanded services such as water supply, sewage 
and garbage disposal for all these extra units. 

Sincerely, 
Joan Sell.  996 Elm St. Campbell River, B.C. V9W 2Z8 
250-287-3959

y,
Joan Sell.  996 



I recently read about the proposed zoning changes to the downtown area. I am all for mixed use zoning 
with residential above commercial business. 
I have a huge concern with the proposal of moving social services, substance sites and food kitchens to 
the ironwood area. 

As a long time business owner of Sharkare feeds and ironwood storage on ironwood we have had to 
deal with the growing crime rate from the homeless population in nunns  creek. My businesses on 
ironwood have seen vandalism, retail theft, equipment theft, and fire. 

The solution is not to move services to another area where the problem will continue to affect other 
local businesses. 
By concentrating all social services next to the homeless camp at nunns  creek, it will create the perfect 
storm for gathering. Though it may be a little out of of site it will surely become a much larger problem 
than spirit square is today. 

I have future plans to develop the property at 1104-1184 hemlock, and welcome the mixed use concept, 
but if ironwood is going to become the newest social service area, I will have to reconsider my options. 

I am unable to attend the round table meetings as I will be out of the country. 

Thank You   

Ironwood self storage 
Sharkare feeds CR Ltd 



Dear Sir or Madam, 

I oppose the proposed new downtown zoning bylaw in its current plan. I need more information please. 

1. In regard to the proposed new downtown zoning bylaw, it has come to my attention that people are
feeling rushed and in need of more consultation, including myself. This proposed plan will considerably
change Campbell River and must not be rushed.
I am not sure I understand the Feb. 27th date. Is that just for the survey? I see no public hearing date.
Please advise me of the plan for more consultation and public hearing. This bylaw is far too important to
go ahead without all avenues for input made available and without public hearing.

2. I oppose the 12-story building height north of 10th avenue below the hill, where it is not already
zoned, and where resident’s views will be blocked. I request Council give resident’s views serious
consideration. Tall buildings should be restricted to further back towards the toe of and top of the hill.

3. On page 9 of the Downtown and Social Service Zoning Proposal under Roberts Reach Waterfront it
states, “Maximum height of 3 stories with and FSR of 1.5.”

In the Roberts Reach Waterfront designation that is zoned PA1, the P is for public and while supportive 
housing and supportive commercial use may be needed, that use would end up being just for a small 
segment of the public. The 3.5 acres area must be for all of the public use. 
I would appreciate a reply to my question and concerns please. 

Thank you, 

Leona Adams, 

2353 Dolly Varden Road, 
Campbell River, BC 

Leona Adams,

2353 Dolly Varden Road,
Campbell River, BC







Geoff Hancock 
Needful Things       
1121 Ironwood  St. 
Campbell River, BC 
V9W 5L6 
250-287-6554

To The Mayor and City Council 
City of Campbell River 

Re: Downtown and Social Service Zoning Review 

As a business owner on Ironwood Street, I have very strong concerns about the proposed rezoning of 
the “Ironwood Area”.  Your proposal, I understand, implements a social site providing food, security, 
hygiene and substance abuse.   

My business has been directly impacted by problem substance abuse individuals.  I’ve had to deal with 
vandalism, discarded needles, used condoms, blood, urine and human feces on my business 
property.  I’ve had groups partying, fighting and threatening me on numerous occasions.  In response, 
I’ve been forced to implement additional capital expenditures to the building to ensure the safety of 
staff and customers alike.   

I have never once complained or filed grievance with the city with respect to my experiences related to 
the social problem at hand, however, after learning of the Ironwood Area proposal, it is imperative to 
make my personal experiences known. 

Adding a social service site in this immediate area would affect the safety of my staff and patrons.  My 
business and property value would be negatively impacted, as well as that of other business and 
property owners in the area.  As our community expands and desires arise to create a more vibrant 
downtown core, the Ironwood are should not be left to feel the fallout of the redirected substance 
reliant individuals. I strongly oppose the consideration of a Social Service drop in site in the Ironwood 
area.   

Sincerely, 

Geoff Hancock 
Needful Things 

Geoff Hancock

Geoff Hancock
Needful Things



Discovery Harbour Seniors Community |  250.287.7166  |  850 14th avenue, Campbell River, BC, V9W 4H4 
www.parkplaceseniorsliving.com 

DOWNTOWN AND SOCIAL SERVICE  - IRONWOOD AREA ZONE 

March 11, 2022 

Dear Mayor and Council: 

This submission is on behalf of Discovery Harbour Care Centre (DHCC), owned by Park 
Place Seniors Living.  DHCC is a 148 bed long term care home located in the proposed 
Ironwood Area Zone.  Vancouver Island Health Authority provides funding for the 148 
residential care and mental health beds. The health authority refers vulnerable elderly 
residents for placement at the care home. We also house a Daycare within our home. We 
attended one of the Round Table Discussions and felt it necessary to provide further input 
and communication regarding the Downtown and Social Service Zoning Proposal.  

Park Place Seniors Living is an accredited, industry-leading operator of seniors’ residences 
in British Columbia, Alberta, and Ontario. The company provides a continuum of care from 
independent living to assisted living to long term care, dementia care, and palliative care. 
Park Place works in partnership with eight regional health authorities in British Columbia, 
Alberta, and Ontario.  

The profile of the frail, vulnerable, elderly patients who are generally admitted to the 
residential care beds at DHCC is that they are on average 86 years old and have multiple 
diagnoses.  In other words, they will have at least 3 diagnoses of either; dementia, cancer, 
heart disease, stroke, hip fractures, diabetes, macular degeneration of the eyes, 
emphysema, etc.  Given this profile of our residents, they typically require a high number of 
supports. 

We recognize that social issues are a concern for many areas of the city. Campbell River is 
not unique in the challenges we face as a community. We have experienced an increase of 
incidents involving the unhoused population over the past few years.  Frequently, visitors 
to our home are harassed in our parking lot for cigarettes or money, residents, family 
members and staff are fearful when they venture into our immediate neighbourhood.  
Human feces, stolen goods, and drug paraphernalia litter our property on nearly a daily 
basis.  We have had to install gates and fencing as well as increase maintenance hours to 
protect our property.  More interventions are needed currently, and with the proposed 
zoning changes we anticipate even more support. Increased lighting, security cameras, and 
more fencing would be required. Additional costs are significant. 



[Type text] [Type text] [Type text] 

Is the issue of Public Safety addressed in the proposed plan?
Will we see increased RCMP presence?
Will there be foot patrols in our area?
Will our residents, families, and staff feel safe?

The provincial Income Assistance office and Vancouver Island Mental Health Society, which 
offers safe injection and witnessed consumption of substances, are both within 500 metres 
of our home.  Our outside walking program has been curtailed due to safety concerns. 
Getting outside is key for the health of our residents, especially now.  With Covid 
restrictions starting to ease, the wish of many of our residents is to get outside. Studies 
have shown that getting outdoors promotes social interaction, whether through meeting 
new people or spending time with friends and loved ones.  This in turn helps to reduce 
social isolation.  Additionally, it would be nice for a resident to be able to walk to one of the 
local stores to pick of some treats in anticipation of visiting loved ones. Currently our 
residents cannot do this unaccompanied due to safety concerns.  We anticipate the area 
will become even more unsafe. Our Values of Park Place include Safety and Quality. Our 
vulnerable residents have the right to “access services which support independence and 
individuality while also providing for the pursuit and betterment of physical, intellectual, 
cognitive, emotional, social, cultural, and spiritual needs”. 

Our immediate neighbourhood consists of a 54 suite Assisted Living community and two 
Senior’s Housing apartment buildings.  When considering these residents, their families 
who visit, and the staff required to care for all, I believe upwards of 1,000 people will be 
affected by the proposed changes to an already struggling community.  We believe we are 
fortunate to offer a Senior’s Campus of Care within our community and that quality of life 
and safety for these residents should be a major consideration when considering zoning 
changes.  Expansion of this type of property use, rather than the proposed uses for the 
Ironwood Area Zone, will compliment and improve quality of life and safety for our seniors. 

For the reasons canvassed above, DHCC is strongly opposed to the proposed Downtown 
and Social Service Zoning Proposal. 

Our Family Council has been very vocal in their concern for the Proposed Zoning Changes.  
As such they will be making a submission. 

Thank you, 

Lisa Christie – Site Leader
250-287-7166 ext 228
lchristie@ppsl.com

cc Kathy Nduwayo, VP Operations 
     Al Jina, President 

Lisa Christie – Site Leader
250-287-7166 ext 228
lchristie@ppsl.com

cc Kathy Nduwayo, VP Operationsy y
Al Jina, President






















